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Maximum likelihood estimation for dependent observations 
with applications to nonhomogeneous Markov chains„
Martin John CrowderQ
author's attempts to analyse some data collected by about
seventy general practitioners (see Chapter III)» There was
no intention, initially, of developing statistical methods
not previously described, but it gradually became apparent
that there were many gaps, both in theory and practice, to be
filled* I hope that the content here may be seen as a
contribution, along with the work of many others, towards
statistical analyses for data which are n o t ”i0iodfe1
In the first section a condition for consistency of
maximum likelihood estimation is derived. The situation
treated is general, where the observations are dependent,
non-identically distributed, except that the usual regularity
conditions are assumed to be satisfied by the conditional
probability density functions. Asymptotic Normality is
also discussed, using a martingale central limit theorem,
It is then shown that a wide class of stochastic processes
‘ %
(so called mixing processes) satisfy our requirements for 
c,a.ne estimation*
Next we apply the above results to the Logit analysis 
of nonhomogeneous Markov chains. The binary case is treated 
first, then the case of m states (2< nK00)* Analogous 
models are suggested for the case of a denumerable state-spac 
with a Poisson example worked in detail* Also more general 
models (”quasi-linearH) are discussed which have similar 
asymptotic properties to the basic logit model*
Summary e
The work described in th is  thesis  resulted from the
An application follows,, 1'he data, on certain common 
infectious diseases, has been collected for some years by 
the Royal College of G-eneral Practitioners* We use a logit 
model of the type examined in section 2 for its analysis, and 
briefly discuss points arising out of fitting and testing ■ 
the goodness~of~f.it of the model, and in assessing various 
hypotheses of medical interest,,
In the last section some further questions concerning 
rriel0e» are discussed, with applications*
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Chapter I* Consistency and asymptotic Normality of 
maximum likelihood estimates for dependent observations*
1*1 Introduction*
Only a small proportion of the literature on maximum
likelihood estimation is concerned with generally dependent
i
V
consistency, that of Wald (i 94-9) (which goes back to Doob (1934)
and does not require derivatives of the likelihood function)
and that of Cramer (194a, p.500), which method he ascribes to
Dugue"(1937). The latter approach leads on to asymptotic Normality
and is the one adopted here.
We assume that the observations Yq, Y.j , Y^ have known
conditional probability density functions f^(Y^) ; 8) where
6e©, an open subset of and 3"  ^ is the <r-field generated
by Y , Y , Y ., the "previous histoxy". The log-1ikelihoodo 1 u—t
function (conditional on Y ) iso
ln(6) s'Zln »g) (summation over t*rif...,n).
A solution of the likelihood equation 1^(6)®0 will be denoted by 
6^, and the true parameter by 6q, A two-terrn Taylor expansion 
will be used:
i '(e ) * i '(e  ) ^ i"(e ,e) (e-e ) . ( 1 .1 )r*n " md *»n wo ** *
where l^C6 ,6) denotes the kxk matrix of second derivatives
of in(®) with respect to 0, v/ith rows evaluatedj at (possibly
different) points on the line segment between ©^and 0„
Cramers (1946) proof of m„l, e, consistency and asymptotic
Normality for a single parameter © and i*i0da observations is.
based on the three-term version of (l»l), involving the thii'd
derivative l^ c, The consistency argument sterns from the convergence 
im probability (according to Khintchine's weak law of large numbers)
•j / 1 // . 1 ///
of — !n> ~ln and^a function bounding —  1^ . Asymptotic Normality
ensues by applying the Lindeberg-Levy central limit theorem
to n 2]/. n
The first attempt at modifying Cramer's proof to cover
the case of generally dependent observations seems to have been
that of Wald(l948). Dealing with a single parameter 6 he
shows that if V[l^(d)J/ ( cn^E[rl"( 0)3 ^ V ^ n(0)3 ) them chV ^ ( 8o)~>
and (both follow from Chebyshev's Inequality).
He also assumes c~1 l//y(@) to be bounded in first mean, and together n n . ^
these conditions imply consistency of 0 .^
Bar-Shalom's (1974 ) p^per is similar to that of 7/816(194-8) . 
Essentially, V/ald's condition Vftfe(6)3/c * 0 is replaced by
(i) CpJgjU^O as |s-t|-*o*, where Ut“ ^  lnft(Yt |/Jt>_1 ; 0q), and
(ii) C[Vs,Vt)-K) as Js-tK*7, where Vt“ ^ 7.1nft(Yt|^t^  ;6o).
Quoting a weak law of law of large numbers from Parzen (i960),
1 / i ^Bar-shalom notes that condition ( i )  implies — 1(0 )=>■— U.--> 0' . n nN o n t=| t p
and condition ( ii) implies i£l*(6o)-E[l"(0o)3} =? ^ 1^-ELv^-j^O, 
and hence that ^-consistency follows. Asymptotic efficiency, 
in the Cramdr-Rao bound sense, is also discussed, but not N 
asymptotic Normality.
The alternative Doob(l 934-) -Viald(l949) approach to m.l.e. 
consistency was adopted by Silvey(l96l) in his discussion of 
generally dependent observations and a vector parameter. He 
then considers asymptotic Normality in the Cramer style, for 
a single parameter, invoking the rather restrictive Levy (.1935) 
martingale central limit theorem*
Bhat (1974) also uses the Doob-V/eld method, showing that 
m.l.e, consistency (for 0 single parameter and generally 
dependent observations) obtains under suitable convergence
7 .
conditions involving E [ i n f ^  ^ t-T^ v Elnf-^Yd ^ t ~ 1*
He makes the unecessary restriction, as does Bar-Shalom, that 
1 (6) is 0(n) (roughly speaking). Bor asymptotic Normality,
Bhat uses the Cramer approach, applying-Billingsley1 s (*1961 a) 
martingale central limit theorem.
There seems to be little else in the literature on m.l.e. 
for generally dependent observations, though there are some papers 
dealing with special processes such as Markov chains; we briefly 
review such work in Chapter II.
The treatment in §1 . 1  is based on equation (1 .1 )• For 
(weak) consistency a sufficient condition is given which requires 
the matrix -B 2l//(6 ,6) to tend to infinity in some sense
ajTI ^
whenever 6 is near © , B being the (Fisher) information
j-
matrix. This may be interpreted as a stipulation that information 
on 0 (contained in lf/) steadily accrues as n+©°and there is'
t f t \ .  ~°sufficient continuity of “;J;nv£0>£/ £ neer^(for: this function
to resemble B P“l//( 6 ,6 )J. In §1.3 ih© asymptotic Normality~n -vn o o
A . - _
of 0 is established under certain additional conditions; the ,vn
result depends on a martingale central limit theorem of Brown
(197*1) snd Scott (1973)* Next, in §1.4> w© show that the N
/
various foregoing conditions are satisfied fairly generally, 
in particular when the sequence of observations is mixing.
9«
1 .2  Consistency o f  the m .I.e .
The starting point is equation (hi) in support of which
it is assumed that the matrix 1"(6 ,6) is continuous in 0«n /vo ft ^
throughout some neighbourhood of ©o» Standard regularity
I
conditions (ie6 uniform convergence of the integrals involved) 
are called upon for
EjV(0 )3^0, VjV(e )]=*e [-1*(6 ,© ) % B  (2.1)A»n ~o *“A»n ^o «?n a/q —* A>n
where EfrJ and VQJ denote expectation and variance (covariance
matrix) under the 0 -distribution. The information matrix B
is -assumed to be positive definite.
Prom (i. i),
b ~ V ( 6 ) d s  r V ( e  )4b _2i"(© ,e)(e-0 ) (2.2)
1 1 1
where B 2- being orthogonal and A n2 beingA?n A/,n /v K rt/H a/ n
diagonal with (i,i)-th entry the inverse of the square root 
of the i-th eigenvalue of B • The condition which ensures-0 A+n
weak consistency of the m.I.e. is as follows: the existence
is assumed ofA>0 and some sequence tending to infinity
(neither A nor depending on 8) such that, when J ©—©q| -
p H”© 2"( 0-G )T B 21//(G ,8) (6-6 )>^3+l 2s n-*«>. (2.-$) •n a* a o  A/n /«?n ^o v N
To prove this v/e first note that
c ~2B “V ( 0  ) — ► 0; (2.4)n A/n a/q m. s. ~ ' '
this is an immediate consequence of
e Q b ~ V ( e  )| ^ ftsjtrace (B “^ / ( e  )l'(8 )T B ‘'I A?n ^n a/o i J *- A/n ~n "o ~ 0 ~n -»
_.1 r_ . . _ „i „i
=>trace (B 2E|1 (© )l (© ) IB 2) s/trace (B 2B B 2)='k. (2.5)A-n LA>n a/q ^n mq -1 A/n
Thus c 2(e-e ) b 2i/(e )s J6-0 j jc 2b 2i/(© ))<.£n (2.6)n 'a/ A/n A/n A-o7 a/ a/Q » n A-n - n > o  * I
with probability-3>1 as n-5-c^ , for arbitrary »|>0 and O<|6-0oj » ^  ^  A  m 
Setting
g —g ”2b “2V ( 6  )4c ”’2b ~^i;/( 6 ,e)(6-'-e ) (2.7)Bn n A>n«*q ' n A/n A+n a'q’a//xa/ «v0' x /
(•e~eo)T gn£ 6 -  §' with probability->1 as n ~ > » (2,8)
Taking »j<6?( 2*8) may be written:
given 0<fc&t p[(0~eo)T Sn<c0~>1 es n-»*>for Ig-eJ *£. (2.9)
It follows, using an equivalent of Brouwer's fixed point theorem
(which we state below for convenience) as in Mtchison and
Silvey (1958), that, with probability-*1 as n~>°o, g has a/v>n
zero at 0^ (say) with ) ®n7§0l< £ * Since £>0 may be arbitrarily
small, the argument has shown that there exists.a weakly
consistent solution 0 of the likelihood equation,n
Unfortunately the result is incomplete in the sense that, 
given a set of data, we have no guidance on which solution 
of 1^  (0)=>O to choose (even if they have all been locatedA/tl A/ ' u
numerically). However, in cases where -l^ (6,0) is (almost 
surely) positive definite throughout®, 6^ will be unique and 
will give a true maximum of the likelihood function. This 
follows from the Taylor exoansion of 1 (©) about 0 i
We see that (2*3) and (2*6) together imply
*X" * * Awhere 6 is on the line segment joining 0^ and 0, On the
right hand side of.(2.10) the second term is zero (§ being
a solution of the likelihood equation) and the third term is a. s.
strictly negative for @^fn(-1^ (®*>£*) being positive definite).
Thus 1 (8)^1 (© ), so 0 is a true maximum, n ~ 7 n ~n7 ~n
We can sometimes derive a bound for the mean square
error of 0 . Suppose sequences te \ , £b ]; can be found ~n n n
with a £ b  , a such that the eigenvalues of B all lie n n n ~n
between a and b , and those of (0 ,0 ) lf/(Q ,§ f  all lie n n ^n ^n ^n
2 2
between a^ and b^ (almost surely)* Then, from (1*1),
1 1 .
e ~g sr ~i" (e ,e ) “1i / (© ) ( 2.1 1 )a>n a»o A/n wo /vn wn «vo v ' 1
and so
e[|& -e | 2]  *e[V (e )Ti"(e ,e )T “1i //(e ,e )"i i / (e ) ]wn a-o* ^ S»n vo' A-n vo A-n ^ o wn wnVo -*
«a"2E£l'(© )Tl'(0 )3  ^a’°2Efti’acefl/(© )l'($ )T?1 n Sni a/o vn n *- ‘«n V o  «n>vo
^ en2trace(Bn)^ kb^/a2 0 (2*1 2 )
As a last remark we point out that {c^ may be a sequence 
of matrices so long as (2*3) end (2*4) ere satisfied (the
T _i _i .
random variable in (2.3) would appear as (6-8 )c 2B 21 (© ,©)(
• trx v a-o vn vn Ain ^ oV' „ w
We have not as yet had occasion to use such a generalisation.
An equivalent of Brouwer* s fixed point theorem:
Let g: continuous. If x^g(x)<0 on |x|:?£ then 3
x s. t, g (x)-0 and |x|<£./V P, 'a/ 'a/ 1
*<X
>
1*3 Asymptotic Normality o f  the m0l 0e*
12*
We now consider the distribution of 0 , which, from (1*1), 
satisfies
@ -e rr-i'Re ,e )h b b ~ V ( e  ) (3 .1 )"o A-n>o «n ^n^n "ii^o 7
(assuming +^(§0>§n) nonsingular)* In a wide range of
situations (see §1*4)
-b H i"(e ,a ) -> L, (3.2)
in which case, with probability-*1 as n->ec>, 1^( 0 ,8 ) is° /*n
nonsingular, and the problem is simplified (according to 
the following lemma) to dealing with B
Lemma. (This is a matrix version of a convergence 
theorem of Cramer (1946!, §20*6 ).) If Y ^
and (rj a constant matrix), then Y^ ft ;!■ ■
Proof. We have to show that P£Y s y3~+‘P0l^ ^  yl atA/JT r\J *
continuity ooints y of the c.d.f. of . (We use/V *
to mean / \  I Y. jSy. .1 , and jYlfor the Euclidean 
l~ ~ 1 , 0  10 10 7X7
matrix norm |y . J 2]2.)
<■1 , 0  10 0
For arbitrary £>0,
p ^ > p0;/rf y ? A |gj>ej - p Q ^ y }  a (3.3).
♦ %
where £ —n« Since € -> 0 the first term on the right~n A>n p  a/ &  .
hand side of (3«3) tends to zero as while the
second is equal to
nEnl +PDjaEJ -P[Bnr\E^ j ^  +P2+P3, say, 
where An= 1% 2 , Bn* £* * jj
Now p2-P[AnAEn]-PCtxi|v,>
denoting a matrix of 1 1s and £>0 being arbitrary)
^ P C i £ n | n < - £ l } n ^ 4 -
7 lO
But £ • ' ^  v  LJJ =t> |£v^|> S ( m ^ /
(jft>j|* being an ny< matrix, say)
-> |^| >  s (m,ri\i)/2‘ I Swl”1
(since | e ^ « | £  |^| |^| ) ; >
thus P C I Gw^ vi ^ P L  l^nl >" (wjVn^) <£/ £ J|
which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing £ small.
Also
P C e " 3 *  p c j -1 ^ 6 j + s i 3 - > o  as s-*°>*-> a °
t wprovided the c.d.f. of is continuers at y. Similarly p^ 
can be made arbitrarily small. Finally,
h -  p U £ * S 3 | * - l h - p c a f e . 6 ^ 1  j - | p c ^ n i -  p c ^ i 3 |
13 .
s  0 - P C e „ 3 )  -i- | P C ! ^ a . l A C J i l > ^ n - P C ? t v t « > ^ ! * )^
and these quantities can be shown to be negligibly small as 
before, q, e, d.
To study the distribution of B 7l/(© ) we need onlyJ
consider the one-dimensional asymptotic distribution of 
T /Z =?z 1 (e ) for arbitrary unit z: • this follows by the 
n ^ "n "0 aP
Cramer-V/old (1936) device.
Let U t. 4  inft(Yt| ^  jgo) and ;&) ,
so that I7(8 )=£tJ,and Jy/(6 ,6 )~XV,, the summations being /wn a/o A/+ n ~o ~o t
over t=d,..,,n. It can be shown (as for (2.1)) that
E C E d t - i > S  ana U.4)
thus 1^(6^) 4s 0 (vector) martingale with respect to the
8 -distribution. Setting X =-2 -Z .-z^U w© h0ve E[X |‘>a/o & n n n-1 ~  ^ n n 1 n-H 7
so Z^ is a martingale.
Also
E[Xn2|?n J  =YECUnUnT|^n„13 z , A E - V n|yn.1] «, (3.5)
so sn< E p n2] ^ E rXt2j d E  C-IV^ 5--s\s- (3.6)
(That eRZx,) f Bienayme* s Equality.depend s on
the fact that E[X X J~0 for s#t; this follows from • s ii
E[XsXp,E[XsEDy3g] (s<t) ana E^Kfg *0 a.s.)
A substantial solution to the problem is contained 
in recent similar versions of the central limit theorem 
for martingales given by Brown (1971) end Scott (1973)<>
Various equivalent sets of sufficient conditions are listed 
in these papers* Taking, for example, the first set of 
Brown, the result is that ^n/ sn N(0,1) if
-f' (3.7)
and s"l lECx^lf|Xtl» £sng-»0 V t > 0 ,  (3.8)
where IfAl denotes the indicator function of the set A .
Equation (3.8) is the Lindeberg condition which ensures 
that the contribution of any individual X^is asymptotically 
negligible.
Thus, for large samples, we may write (loosely) ”Z is
2approximately distributed as N(0,sn )”j thus (by the Cramer-V/old
device) approximately lT^ .(0,Bn) and so finally
gn**6o is approximately N^CjB^  ^)(since (3.1) ,(3.2) and the
lemma together imply that the asymptotic distribution of
0 -0 is the same as that o f B ^ l /(6)).~n v0 A,n vn v o "
The results so far may be summarised as follows.
For weak consistency of 0^, besides the routine regularity 
conditions, (2.3) suffices. For asymptotic Normality 
the further checking of (3.2),(3.7) and (3.8) is enough.
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1*4 Processes for which the m*!*©* is consistent 
and asymptotically Normal*
A few general circumstances are outlined in which the 
conditions set down previously are met* We now denote 
by E v b!  an interval containing the eigenvalues of B^.
1.4*1 Consistency: conditions implying (2*3).
The criterion .(2,3) may sometimes be verified ad hoc, 
but it will be useful to record some simple, but fairly 
general, conditions which imply it. Write
-b ~^T/y(e ,e)*B ^ ? - b  " V ^ e  ,©.)} fi" (© ,e )~1i " ( ©  ,©)} (4.1 )wn «n vo ™ /vn  ^vn «n vq "o cvn vo ~o vii «o ^ 
and consider the following propositions:
a (4* 2)n '
± n ' 1i " (So’g o ) ^ 4
given £>0 3 ^£)>0 s.t. P E | l *  (§0 > 4  (§c$)"Jkli5eH ' 1
as n-^ -co when I©”® ^ * (4# 4)
In (4*2) information is expected to accrue beyond
bound, in (4»3) ^as erS°8;lc property of
converging to its (nonsingular) expectation B , and (4°4)<v n
concerns the ©-continuity at 0 of l ^ O  ,0).v 0 vo A»n vo v
Lemma 1 . If (4.2), (4*3) and (4*4) hold, then so 
does (2*3).
Proof, Set
fr-B "1i " ( e  ,© G )“1l7/(© ,©)}»Iu+g . (4.5)A»n vq vo 4 n  vn vo v /J pn
By choosing IG-Qj small, Ig^ j can be made arbitrarily
small, with probability-* 1 as n-x*7; this follows from (4.3)
1 6 C
and (4*4)» as does the existence (in probability) of 
.l^R© ,0 ) “1 0 Now,wii /vo’a-o7 0 ’
-(©-© )tb ”5‘x //(© ,©)(©-© ) ^ (e-o )tb ^(x+g )(©-© ), (4.6)'/v /vq m i  a>j^  /«o a/ a/ a'o a/ /vq' ~k °n a* a/d '
and (using the spectral decomposition) B^~ i~ ^
the A1 s and a* s being eigenvalues and eigenvectors of B •
Also let (©-© )»Z(?ei (so I  ^  - £ = {©*»© \ ^ )<V -VQ ' ' 1*1  ^ A> ’
and g (G"© ) * S le.e.; such expressions are possible since £n'~ A>0 t=i faiwi “ r
the e.’s span fP* * In general the g . * s are functions of 9,*v»X w X 4 /
but
k k k k
- S  g.2* 1^7 g.e.l 2 ^|g (e-G )| 2/£2= & 2 \ • •( 9-© ) .)2x=i &x 1^1 6ia'x' '£n ~ ~o 1 7 ° i»1 v r  lj'-v
^ $-\2= ( 21 ?„ L 2 )( £  (e_G )?) * S"2l0-e 12 2; fR ? 2
i=-To=>1 ~nsijn 0=1 v~ soJ A 6 'S 5 c 1 
- Ien| 2- . (4.7)
fTl j h  ^ ^
We have (©~0 ) B2-i£&)ue. and B2g (©-© )»& E g . \2xe ., so the'/V AAQ A-n M  4 4 A. 1 " A/Q' 1=1° 1 «.AQ/
k i g
right hand side of (4*6) is equal to §X|( £3 + £&g^)«. Given ft>0 
•we can choose £>0 sufficiently small such that |gnj 5  ft
(by the remark following (4-5)) and hence (g^tj Vi (by (4.7));
moreover we may, at the seme time, keep constant the direction 
of (©-© ) ie. keep constant the ratios £./£« Now either'a/ a/q' r 1 %
2<£-0, or we can choose ft^^/2.6 ; in either case b^/2S.
Thus,
k 1 n Jk I n  o A.
X2(£ +££.g.)> A?£ ®2»1 - 1 1 ' wx wx&x' ^x- 1 x x * n* 
and so
-c+(e-e ) V V <6 ,©)(e-en a, a/q wn A^ n ** ~ ~o n n
whence (2.3) holds with the choice crfl^r/^ -* q. e.d.
In the remainder of this subsection we note some
circumstances under which (4«4) holds and in the next,
§1 .4.2, we treat (4*3) similarly; (4.4) gives rise to
problems which are mainly analytic, whereas we introduce
some stochastic  processes in  §1«4«2. The m otivation is
to fa c i l i t a t e  v e r if ic a t io n  o f  (4*3) and (4*4) in ap p lica tion s.
Lemma 2. Let l"(© , 0 ) ^ ( 6  ,©.)+d (G ,9).A?n A>0 A/ A#n A/q A/Q A'R A' o ^
Given £>-0 suppose there exists 5(e)>0 s.t.
denoting the (r, s) element of A), Then, 
under (4.3),(4.it.) holfls.
Proof. Prom (4.8),
If —"I
S being the Kronecker delta symbol. Now -1 (© ,© ) rs /vn a?o a/o
exists with probability-^1 under (4.3), is symmetric and
1 2(again under (4*3)) its eigenvalues lie between ^  and -
n n
(with prob.->1); thus its elements each have modulus at
most 2/a , so the second term on the right hand side of
n k
(4.10) has modulus not greater than 2a fd 1 I.& n MarfHwn^US1
By (4*9) this letter quantity can be made small in 
probability, and (4*4) follows.
When the three-term version of (1.1) is used, the 
third derivative of with respect to © is assumed to 
be bounded uniformly in t * see Cramer (1946), Bar-Shalom 
(1971) and Bhat (1974) for the single parameter case —  
the multiparameter i.i.d. case is dealt with by Chanda 
(1954), in similar fashion to Cramer (194&), and Bradley 
and Cart (1962) show how Chanda's results may be extended 
to certain “independent, but not identically distributed" 
situations, however there appears to be an error in 
Chanda's proof of m.l.e. consistency,’. In the following 
corollary it is shown that the “bounded third derivative"
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.1 0 )
1 7 .
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Corollary* Let 1 ^  (gO denote the kx1 vector withApril’s ^
u-th component j|rjl^(®0>$)^rs> evaluated at G0 Then (4*9) 
is implied by
an^ bn r s ^ p r o b a b i l i t y ,  uniformly in r,s and Ge(9o (4*11)
Proof. By the mean value theorem,
?l"(© ,0)1 4l"(© ,0 )} +(©*-© ) V "  (©**) (4*12)4 n  «o w'frs W  ^ owo Jrs ~r "vo «nrs ^ rs 
where ©* lies between G and S (see the remark following«V Q /V*
(1*1))» and ©** lies between © and ©*. Denoting b37 ¥.<°°
the bound in (4.1 1 ), and comparing (4.8) with (4,12), we have
a*”1 I fa } I *a“1 |(©*~S )T1W  ( G * * ) k a " 16 M in prob.n I‘vn^ rsl n * >r vnrs ?vrs 1 n
(where &=? |G”©J ) , thus satisfying (4.9) provided q.e.d*
Finally we give a multiplicative version of Lemma 2
in which flitters from [ $ ® 0»®,0) 4 8 by » factor
"close” to unity, insteqd of by a "small1 additive variable*
approach is covered by Lemma 2*
Lemma 3, Assume that (4-3) holds, and inf 9^ /b > 0 } 
also let f 1^(G , G)? (^^ l+g (®))fl^ (® »© )1 • Given
£>0, if 3 »j(£)>0 s.t. lgnrs(S)l^£ in probability, Vr.,s, 
for 1®“®^*! > then (4.4) holds.
Proof, Applying (4.8) we have
an I ^ v n ^o ’v ^ r s l rs
with prob.^1 for i®~®0l ^  ^  (®) taking 0<m=anf att/bn. Now
~1^(0 ,© ) is oositive definite with eigenvalues between vn vq v0 L
■ia and 2b (in prob,, according.to (4«3))» so its n n
elements are bounded above in modulus by 2b^ « Thus 
fel%n(£o,e)lrJ«:|f in prob., for |6-ejs<|(e),
19.
1.4*2 Consistency: mixing processes.
Since, intuitively, information on 0 cannot build up 
if the whole course of events is pretty well determined 
by the outcome of the first few observations, mixing processes 
(in which distant events are only weakly dependent) are 
specially relevant to consistency in estimation.
For any two <Trafields ,0^  define a dependence 
coefficient
f (3, ,T2) =>-sup fess jsuf* | PEbJTJC&)- P M  | J  
the sup taken over is an upper bound for
the predictability of events in from events in 
(Iosifescu and Theodorescu (1969) make extensive use of 
this coefficient, and other similar ones, in asymptotic 
theory for random sequences.) Let Cfm be a <F~field 
with respect to which Y^,••jYn (n^ m) are measurable, and 
consider the conditions:
3  m s.t. lija supx < p  (3j*, 1  >
C*3 ±  % .
v/here ( ,n =rSUP^ f(T v 1 1+n)* Equation (4-14) states
that for some (finite) m, and for any pair of events A,B
separated by at least m time units, PFBjAj and PfjB3 cannot
be arbitrarily near opposite ends of the interval
(4.15) stipulates a minimum rate at which ^  , the maximum
dependence between events n time units apart, is to tend '
*fcto zero as n->o°. Under. (4»1A-) and (4*15) (taking 
if there exists a sequence £ extending to infinity such
and (4*4) now follows by Lemma 20
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
2 0 .
oo 9
Xy[fvtIra]/ot<«o V  r,s (4.16)
then Zt.S* (4-17)
(This is a theorem of H.Cohn, available in Iosifesou and 
Theodorescu (1969}» pJ7).) Assuming (4«2), we may take 
c^-a^, and then, provided
inf a /b .>0, (4.18)n n n ’ ' 7
(4.17) implies (4-3). (Proof: (4.1 7) ^  a“1 ^ ( e Q,eo)+Bn} ~> 0 ;
~1multiplying this by (B^5^) , which exists and is uniformly
bounded since (4.18) implies that ^ r/ &n bas eigenvalues
b
all between 1 and sup — <*o, we obtain (4-3)*) »
an
1,4,3. Asymptotic Normality
If § -+>9 then (4«4) holds automatically for 9y& •A-n r ao, 7 J " vn
If (4*3) also obtains, then
~B~V/(© ,1 M “B“V /(© ,9 )? £i"(© ,0 )~V;(© ,§ ) ^ I I , 3I ~ n «n "0 "ii L ^ n ~o "o J /«aVo>n p mcmc ~k
ie. (3.2) is verified. Since (4.2) is necessary for (3.8) 
we lose nothing in using all three conditions, (4.2), (4.3) 
and (4,4), to support (3.2). \
Taking (3*7) next, we have the following result.
Lemma 1. The conditions (4.14)»(4.15) snd (4.16) with
c-fc='a-k together imply (3*7).
Proof. Set -eCv .J^ , 7J J . Thent tA/t A't t~1 rs
E[v'>0 and
VCVp = E[(vt -BUVt| ) 2] .  Ef(Vt -A ) 2J  +Z E[(Vi-A )(/<t-CCVt |^ .13)] +
(where V.^V.? ). The second term on the right
/  X X X ~ X  3TS
hand side is equal to
2EC/It-Ei:vt| ^  , -2E[(E[Vtj
that
thuS v i> p - v [ v t> .s [;(Ervt iA _1]- / <t ) 2 j5 y ! ; v l  ( 4. 1 9 )
os> p 2
Hence (4,16) =$* ^  B|_(V^ ) j/o^ “si<30 and so, using
-1 h /Theorem 3 of Feller (19719 P®243)<> c “*^0,7 K / n I t as
(Conditions (4*14) ^nd (4.15) are not needed at this point 
since we are dealing with a martingale, In
adapting the strong law of large numbers to generally dependent 
summands (4-14) is used to construct an analogue of 
Kolmogorov?' s Inequality (to infer strong convergence from 
weak convergence), and (4*15) underlies an analogue of 
Bienayme’s Equality; for martingales these two classic 
results for independent- summands hold without change,)
Thus if (4.16) holds with c^a^,
a^i(V-ElVjg, J) - » 0, (4.20)n (^  4  Svt* Jt-1J ss ** 
and, under the additional conditions (4.14)> (4*1 5),we have
aH Z ( v ,« s [ y j )  —*0 . / 4 ,2.1)n 1 v± as v V /
Subtracting (4.20) from (4,21) yields
f e  f e Ef i t l
T 2and on taking z (4.21)^ , and multiplying ^  a/ sn 6 »^ v/e
obtain
*fefeB£Xtl% fe +1 T t 0' qe3'
*v
Note. It is possible to drop (4.14) snd (4.15) in Lemma 1
in favour of (4*3) snd (Zj.. 18), but this seems to be of
little advantage.
The Lindeberg condition (3.8) may prove difficult 
to check in practice. A well-known criterion pre-dating
(3.8) is Lyapunov’s condition:
8^ 2+*)ZE[|xt|2+*>*0 for. some S >0. (k.Z3)
Lemma 2, ( i) (4. 23)=H3.8) .
(ii) If ^  ^ for some b < ‘>°,
o 1 /
and S /n -k then (4.23) obtains, n
22 o
Proof. (i) By Holder's Inequality
E0Xtl ^ / f E p l l X ^  
for p,q>1 , »  "1 J see eg. Feller ('1971; > P.155).
Take p»1+6/2. , then q=i + V5 and E^ |X^| E^f|X^ ( 2*^Jz'iS .
also
E&{|Xt l > S -  PDxt |>  £ snJ ^
^{(es ) EpX | 24 ^jj (by Markov1 s Inequality)n u
= (£sn)"SEC|Xt|2+5J ^ .
Thus s;2iE[x2^|xti^£sny ^  s ~ a + S ) £~£p D x ilz+£] .
(ii) If s[|Xt| 2+SJ 6 b2+s then
— A pj . 2+6*7../ / 2+6\, 2+6sn Z^LjXj J«(r/sn )b . q.e.d.
2 %
One of the central properties which support the preceding 
arguments is equation (4*3) which expresses the ergodic 
behaviour of the sequence 1/,f(Q ,9 ) * In the discussionrt»n a»o
of £l«,4<>2, involving mixing processes, a convergence theorem
of Cohn was quoted (equations (4.14)> (4o15)> (4*16) and
(4®17) )„ In order to use this theorem to verify (4*3) the
assumption (4*18) was made that inf^ aiy/bn> 0. This is
c\rather restrictive and we now look for^general way of
avoiding this constraint on the applicability of the
theory • Unfortunately (see below) this depends
on rewriting the Kronecker lemma for matrix series, and
our -jftoiut&TSM <5+ this is difficult to apply in practice.
Throughout the rest of this section X. isX.-measurable,n/t t
( the <T-field generated by the collection 
of sets {A: Ae^ for some t, t^n]), and ^ »supn ^ cp 9 ^vn+n) * 
We first quote a matrix version of Corollary 1, 
Iosifescu and Theodorescu (1969'j p.16).
Theorem 1. Suppose lim sup^, 1 f ^n+n <^1 f0r SOme
Cj> OO OO
and «  . Then
converges a.s.
Proof. ^  Since t  f j l ’ by
assumption ?E[{X -/<j ? J<°° Vi, j. Therefore, by theI ^ c b X J
Corollary 1 referred to above, 2  -j_j converges a.s.,
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and hence also ^(X^"/^). <
To derive the required convex’gence theorem from
**1Theorem 1, (Xt7<3b) is replaced by ct (X^-^); then, 
assuming the conditions on cf and we have
C& j
-f* *=E Ijjfe J ^ ^  c ^ n d . S ,
1.5  A note on the convergence of matrix series,,
>e.d.
c  ^X(X,-/O aTst* D (5A/ll I > /t '“t ^  ?
depends on the Kronecker lemma, of which we now give a 
matrix version.
00
Kronecker* s Lemma. Suopose that ( i) ^c, y,I /v*C ryjXt
converges, (ii) c W o  as and (iii)
Sn^ ^  |c  ^(c, “C. )|<oo * Then c ^Iy,'+Oc t»1 '^ n %/vt+1 -^c7! A/n i A/t
Note. In the usual statement for k 1^ (see eg.
Feller (i 971 ? P.239)) the ( scalar) sequence' fc } is taken to 
be strictly increasing to infinity, so that (ii) and (iii) 
hold automatically. Our choice of (iii) corresponds to a 
remark of Knopp (1928 ? p,130) and to various unrewarding attempts 
with alternative conditions.
00 , .—ft —ftProof. Let r 5 4 ,0, yu, then r . -r y ie.A*n n+1 M; A>t ~n-1 ~n A»n x>n
y =c ( r . -r )« Thus X,n A,n~1 ~n
« *\ V\ . _ «-» _
4-y4.y ^ GJ.r 4 r ^ c j ^ i c . r  +Ic, ,rj"|lc,r,+c r t X/t » A/t/wt-1 1 a^o 1 -vt+l ^t-* i -^ t^ t
so CM 5:^+ -  C , + c“’ ^ ( c ^ - c t ) r t  -  +*A/ | A. /V* A," A/ | /V +l A/
The first and third terms on the right hand side of (5®3) 
both tend to zero by virtue of (i) and (ii). For the 
second choose r(£.) so that |r,{$£ for t^r(£), thenA* X
VY~l
I £* ?  ~ s O & l ^  | %:! £  c ct+t-  s d  ^  | + | c :‘ z , cc^M ~ c i)
The first term here tends to zero (by (ii)) and the
second has modulus not greater than £ ^  | — c t.) | £ sc
for some c (by (iii)). q.
In our application cn is B^ , the information matrix, 
and X, is V,, the second-derivatives matrix of In f, ( .  jG ),A/t t X* X*°1 "Qn
and B = -Z$^. Assuming that condition (i) of Kronecker’s 
lemma can be verified (via (5*1 ))» £>n6 since condition (ii)
The final step, of inferring from (5 « 0  that
holds under assumption (4.2), the bottleneck appears to 
be condition (iii) which may be written equivalently as
suPn t±1 l5 n A t I *
where A . - B . » A =0» We show first, by means of theA/t v t "t-1 7 A-0 V 7 0
following counter-example, that (5.4) can fail.
Example* Suppose the Y^1 s are independent, 
t -1N(0^+62(“1) t 2,1) ie* Normal regression of Y on x, the 
xf s having the given form. We find
(bo 4)
1 H T tt.-J- B : v n n
( - o v
4 ( - i ) ' ct"5
i t " 1
so Ig r '/w f-  = U  f e - 1 -  ( £  f s-t-' -ZC-oVVl
n / U 6fVl tf* /
/Vo
fe (u zt"1)"2, f - zc-oV/v + n (-D1 fafl-e&tXuJb &»Aj)
, fe ( i t* 1) -2 I t " 1-  £ t ‘w ( z ^ o V '1! 1 .
| GO -b /z ( 4r G. j S*-^  21 C—O^ ’C7*"  ^ So*
tr'-~ * tr'fl -  ? tr’fi- * & }  >  ± e l ffy n *!«►«.*;
77u^ £  1 g;' ^  £(it“‘)75k ~  ^  *VY  n -> . .* ~ i — — ...— . -------------- .— )
V/e now seek general conditions under which (5.4) holds.
TYfrite B =E A H where E is orthogonal and A is diagonal ~n A'n~n«n ^n & ~n
T(containing the eigenvalues of B^), and
Lerrma 1# Condition (b»4) holds if B s.t,
 ^ ^ 1 K  ^a)*3^ J3 V t j j  . (S'.'S')
Pr°“f* |,lg"^l = il S l £  g*ST St„E„| = £ |A-: a t„|
= Jr,1 5  ? / * M u  f ’- *  it £  | s  ?a^t. Ujaiu f/i. ,
„  s ,  , f/Lljj * V * iJ-
=  K f e  4 =  A t
= K g  g T la ./&*>!«. = K i f i M y . /?£,!>{.= k k -
A very similar result is obtained if one considers
the alternative series Zy,cA in Itronecker1 s Lemma, but
, 1  -.1
the symmetric form ^c 2y, c 2 does not easily yield criteriaA*tj a» Ti A' C
analagous to (5*4) 0nd (5*5)®
The condition (5®5) is certainly less restrictive than
inf a /b > 0 since the latter stipulation implies that n rf n
\^K/for some K'Vi? and in any case
/ V i l  X J L  / v I T  J  J  
2
fa, 1. \ since a, is positive semi-definite
(because A^ is so) , so (5.5) holds with K2^ y K /.
Also (5®5) covers the i.i.d. case, and, more generally, the
case when the 0 n^'s are diagonal (ie. the A^fs all have the
same eigenvectors). The effect of (5®5) is io restrict
the order of magnitude of the ratio
r, . .^ fa \ 2 . / fa , \ . . fa, \ . .. If ?A } • a and fA \ • •tmj iA/tnin i~tni j j iQn-Jn  sJn5jj
tend to infinity at the same rate then (5*5) is satisfied
automatically; otherwise, saY snij^?AnI i±/£An}--*0,
r. . . /s . . is not to become arbitrarily large as tmj nij 17 °
ie. the directions of the eigenvectors of the A^1 s must
not fluctuate too much.
Although (5®5) provides some insight into the mechanispi
by which (5.4) is achieved, it will probably be difficult
to verify in applications. It would be more convenient to
have a condition involving the A^’s directly, instead of
the corresponding * s«
Lemma 2. s«fZ|a;'3J<~ if 3 K<«o s.t {At}* ^ t\
l+n\  saZujtiA <u^£|ig7?A-tl ^  \
Proof. I B”1 A, I 2^|D^D^B”1D2D~^A | 2 f~n ~tl I a/n a/n/vn/vn~n a/11
“ 1
27.
„  ^  S' -5* ^  ^ p H < ? A ?
* m M t  ~ *
< E  F X } P^Rr'D1^ ^  1  r  V -jW  L S .& . I U J  L 5  .
g^fc 5  £ ^  e:' P  i t ,  = x C £  £  !> ::> )"  (A  L ^ y  * . * *  °J J k )
5  f  (*«- *?. J>. 4-3#
5  L i £&«Iu. 1 8« 2 ^  11»?4« — (K kA/ « i )  f£«}t l  j
fcL~ *  i& >he U h i  . f l a k  fC /Sat -£» v„< t  6 n
?£»}.. CB„?U Wf Pl%LcC - „✓V A/
t w  t , . ; w  s  « ,  t j j 1 ( k ^ : ) ! ^ | 4 ^ . | s . ii f  
=  K  Jr - J f e i  ^ |  I f r l f f  I  ^  K +  k k f E j M & ' W / f M w
~  (i+ k^) l< , pe^oly
This result, although very restrictive, seems difficult 
to improve; this is not surprising since the behaviour 
required of the A,*s appears to be intimately connected
• %
with their eigenvectors, and the relationship between the 
eigenvectors of a matrix and its elements is complex.
Chapter II* Logit analysis for nonhomogeneous 
Markov chains,,
2*1 Introduction*
One can progress beyond the classical i.i.d* case 
by dropping independence, or identical distributions, or 
both as in Chapter I. . As a first step in dropping independence 
only, homogeneous first-order Markov chains- are simple 
examples; the dependence is then between adjacent observations 
only (in a conditional sense) and the unconditional 
distributions are identical (when stationarity obtains).
For this situation the asymptotic theory of m*l.e. 
has been thoroughly expounded by Billingsley (l%1a), 
and there are many applications in the literature 
(see, for instance, Billingsley’s (1961b) list of 
references). V/e consider in this chapter nonhomogeneous 
first-order Markov chains, in particular, those 
governed by a logit model. As motivation for this
" * S
investigation we first record some recent references which 
indicate increasing statistical interest in nonhomogeneous 
Markov chains, as opposed to their undeniable probabilistic 
interest over the years.
Anderson and Goodman (1957) consider the m0l.ec of 
the set of transition probability matrices tP(t): t-0,1,T~l} 
when many independent and identically distributed 
realisations of length T of the (finite state space) chain 
are observed; they consider tests for various hypotheses 
and confidence regions. Predictably their analysis is
29*
based on the standard i.i.d. case. It further developed 
by Gold (i960). Their model had been applied to data on 
voting intentions by Anderson (l954)s £nd a further analysis 
of the same data was performed by Henry (1971) using a 
nonhomogeneous Markov chain with transition probabilities 
constructed according to a certain hypothesis*. It was 
also used by McCall (1971) to analyse transitions of 
individuals between three income categories using data 
from the "Continuous Work History Sample of the (U„S0)
Social Security Administration". He estimated the P(t)'s 
using a method suggested by Goodman (1961) as an approximation 
to m.l.e0 and, in investigating one of the relevant hypotheses, 
performed a separate logit regression of each element of 
p(t) on an indicator (single variable) of economic growth; 
this showed a "strong systematic relationship". McCall's 
analysis is an obvious precursor of that considered here.
Bithell (1971) discusses various Markov chain models 
in connection with hospital admissions; he mentions 
estimation briefly, but only for the homogeneous case.
Marshall and Goldhammer (4 953) use homogeneous chains to 
analyse epidemiological data on mental disease; at several 
points they state that their models would be improved 
by allowing transition probabilities to vary with factors 
such as age*
2C2 A logit model for binary Markov ohains0
Consider a binary chain, "^=0 or 1, in which transitions
from t to t+1 are governed by the conditional probability
matrix P( t) => /l -pQ( t) pQ( t) \   ^^  i j
P/j(t) 1-p^t)/
A potentially useful model is an adaptation of standard
linear logit regression (see Cox (1970), especially §5«7)
where, in (201 ), for 1 =0,1
pt6b) = ? ( x i0^ )+ *" +3Ctk^^fe) C^c'^ )
the (t) being values of explanatory variables at time t.
We find t t3/*) 3 “ w t6t) y urf&u. ro, -
\  r - >to+c"b) °
} T , [ ^  {  ^ W O - K .to )  f t  f t , ' 0 , f t  I
•S ,M  0 -h « 0 ) f t  f t  “ *•/ f t °
L->v«»)y.,(to f t  f t , “ i , f t i
s ° ( = -  s '  ^ t t )  x.Lstt> Wj c^'S)
0* being a point on the line segment 6q to 6, and 
representing summation over £t: 0 ^  t •£■ n**1 , Yj.s’d^ »
To meet the consistency requirement (1.2.3) (ie* (2*3)
■ N
of Chapter I), conditions (1.4.2), (1.4*3) snd (1.4.9) will 
be checked. Writing
s^ i f- % =
where x^tJ^x^Ct),... ,x^ k(t)J and cos(.,.) is the {  -i)
indicated cosine, we may define (in accordance with the
previous notation)
* £CS»n3 • = brvf S* cn>^ »
/ x 2 't ,^eThus (1.4*2) holds if for instance ^ n“jf ^  formatter 
behaviour entails P[s^>a] -+ 1 \fa> 0 which implies that
31
can be made arbitrarily large* 3?rom (2*4) it is seen that 
2 sum s<Juare<3 projections of the scaled 
x-vectors on any fixed direction z increases beyond bound/V /V
as ie* the (scaled) data vectors continue to explore
all k dimensions indefinitely* (This is analagous tothe 
Gauss-Markov result for the linear model where 9 isA»
unidentifiable if the x‘s do not span the whole space*)
Taking (1*4.9) next, we find
Since the w^ are continuous in 0, and assuming the x’s 
finitely bounded, uniformly in t,
|w tO tJ 0 )-  WL(-b;jg0)j < t  I £ £(€.>2
and then
1 + S I ^ ^  1 X'L+^ *=<;(.+)! S ^ lyS 'L ^J J
where we use | x.^xu | & ^ 3CY  *
Thus (1 *4®^ ) holds if $ Zlx.(t)| is bounded uni-formlyn 1
^  i 2in z and n, since then the same is true of a Zjx.(t) .v 7 n ■ /vi * •
When the x's are uniformly bounded, w^(t;©).£w for some
2 f 2 2 w >0, so sn > ^ Z  |x^ (t)| cos (x^(t),z) from (2,4). Thus
(1*4.9) obtains if not too many of the cosines in (2*4) are
small.
Lastly, for consistency, we have to verify (1.4*3)J 
this will be done via (1.4*2) (already checked), (l.4o14)>
(1.4.15), (1 .4.16) and (1.4.18)* Of these, (1.4.18) is 
satisfied if the x^(t), for different r, have comparable 
magnitudes as t-*•<*>, since this implies that ^ ( ® 0»£0) 
has comparable diagonal elements (a. s.)- and hence the same is -t+we. 
of B^ , so that a^ and b^ have the same order (assuming
*  * P[33 > a]
32a
again the Gauss-Markov type of condition, with the added 
proviso that the "exploration" must not favour some z- 
directions very much more than others)e For the other
conditions it is convenient to introduce the ergodic 
coefficient of a Markov chain transition probability 
matrix; for the present set-up this has the form
= 1 - I h,&> + h <+)-11 . (2/7)
It can be shown (losifescu and Theodorescu (1969.- , 
pp. 1, 45)) that
( O  s. 1 -  <*i t F  p(s>} & tt''( 1 -  « i£ o o !) . a s )
Thus (1.4.14) is satisfied 5_f eventually for some m, every 
consecutive sequence of m transition matrices P(s),,9.,P(s+m-1) 
contains at least one with P0(+)» P^(+) Tiot both zero or 
unity; in the present application, with uniformly bounded • 
x’s, we may take m-1. For (1.4.15), we note that
0 < = lnfA <* { TT p (s ) | (Z.<\)
and ^  = suj^ <P ( \  , 7j+V\) ^  swfe
(since if and ^ x+n^^l+n* an<^ us3*n£ properties of <p given on 
p.2 of losifescu and Theodorescu (1969)); thus, from N
(2 ‘ 8^’ c^"-' a1 -  sufe *  iTJ P W i 
= 1 -  s u ^  o tf
(where P(a,b) = ^ P(s) has ( i, j)~th element p]Yb=?j| Y^i]
and r=^p~3 )^ m
JL+w } ] - f i  •01]
0 “ ^ wv) x 1 -pf-om ; so
1  e*■ * 1
Finally, when the x’s are uniformly bounded, V is a, s.a/U
uniformly bounded and (I04®16) is implied by
O O
5" oa y (Icto)
roughly speaking, it suffices that information be gathered
at rate 0(n2' ) for some 6 > 0.
For asymptotic Normality (1.3*2), (1.3*7) and (Xo3«8)
are to be verified, and enough has already been assumed
for the first two. We check (I.3*8), the Lindeberg condition,
via Lemma 2 of fl.4«3j (ii) there is satisfied since 
2+6 2sn /n ^ a ^ n  (taking 6 =?2) which tends to infinity (because
oo _2 t- Unwe have assumed 2a., < 00 ), and E|JX.| J is uniformly bounded « "C x
because the Xfe s are themselves so a.s. (assuming again l
bounded x-data)*
2.3 Binary Chains: further discussion.
The outline in the previous section is rather general 
and the conditions too restrictive to cover certain cases 
of practical interest. Some examples are now looked into 
in more detail*
particular application transitions from state 1, say, do 
not depend on 9, so that x^(t)=0 for all t. Then the 
foregoing Gauss-Markov type of stipulation that the xf s 
do not "lose dimension" is violated, and the previous 
discussion is inadequate. Upon examination of that 
discussion we find that, for both consistency and 
asymptotic Normality, it is only the condition (2.10) 
which now requires special attention since (assuming 
uniformly bounded x's again) the others remain true 
without major modification. Y/e have now
w>0 is a lower bound for the w^(t,9o)e Thus we need to
the summation does not dry up for lack of terms ie.
2.3.1 A single-parameter model.
and (2.10) will hold if there exists c>0 and <S>0
such
where SL0 denotes summation over ^t:1±=t^n, Y^»0}end
ensure that the x .’s do not become too small, and that o 1
the chain is in state 0 often* The latter requirement is 
covered by the results in §2.7 in which it is shown
that the number No(n) of epochs spent in state 0 during 
times 1 to n is a. s. 0(n). More precisely,
P  E  t Q *  1 * ^ 0  ~  m  $  "TT^ V  & }  J  1  CIA V \-$ * ^ \ f  £ > 0 ^
where t f -  ///'Vif) , raf = |»f/( |>f+ t>i°) , 
for any ,p^ ,p^ ,p^ between 0 and 1 satisfying
p f ^ P ^ P ^ l  Pq1 ^  pQ('0^
since we assume the x’s uniformly bounded, we can take
p^^> OJ 1, P ^ >  G, 1 so that snd T T ^ <  1.
The requirement that the x ^1s be not too small is
difficult to arrange as a general law (other than X^xq2( t)/n^  2+^-+> 
and is probably best left for checking^specific applications.
For example, if jx^ (t)j > x Vt then
S^/n> wx2Nq( n)/n >/ wx2 £ } A* sy
2,3*2 k-parameter models,
We return-to the model of §2.2 now and briefly discuss
the type of inadequacy exemplified in §2.3*1. Again our
2main concern will be to show that ■$ ~>oo, but the othern p 7
conditions also require special examination; however it
2is more than sufficient if is 0(n) in probability.
We will write
Sn’ iTo^if r i W I 2 "!<*>&,)
Suppose first that is not involved in transitions
Cl"tfrom state 0, so xo^(t)=0 Vt and xq(t) spansfmost k-1 
dimensions. Even when z=?(l ,0,... ,0) , and the summation 
'Z-0 is zero, the same arguments as used in §2.3.1 may
be applied to show that Zi alone is largo enough to ensure 
P
S'ftO(n) a0s0, provided the conditions of §2.2 hold for x,(t)0 n A/j
We may even drop this last proviso since if, say, xc^(t)- 0
and x^(t)=0 (so that both xQ(t) and x (^'’c) are deficient)
z would have to take values (l,0,eoc0) and (0,1,0,...,0)
2
simultaneously in order to prevent S^ =/0(n)o
These considerations extend in the obvious way to a 
general situation where one subset of 0*3 is involved with 
transitions from state 0, and another subset with state 1, 
the two subsets including-between them all the 0's and 
perhaps overlapping,,
More general linear dependencies in the x.(t)'s are 
similarly dealt with; we have S^ =<3(n) a.s. provided the 
same dependence is not present in both x (t) and x.(t),/V 0 A/1
at least, not too often.
2e4 A logit model for m-state chains*
The logit model is now generalised to cover’ first-order 
Markov chains with finite state space fel,2,000, m^ ; , m > 2. 
The transition probability matrix at time t is P(t) which 
is m x m-with (i, j)-th element
pij(t),q..(t)Ais(t) _ m
where q, .(t)=?expfx. . ( t)+x. . (t)Gyl +.* * +x. .. (t)6, ( , q.
We first deal with a point concerning the specification 
of the model. If say, x^^(t) were constant across the 
i-th row for each i and t, then would be unidentifiable, 
for if it were replaced by 0^ +1, for instance, P(t) would
I A/
remain unchanged. More generally there is a lack of 
identifiability when any linear combination of the x^^CtJ's 
is constant in j, for each i and t. The conditions for 
m.l*e. consistency which emerge below specifically rule 
out such constancies, at least in an asymptotic sense.
If they are present, parametric constraints may be imposed 
as in Cox ('1970 5§7«5)? resulting in a model different in 
detail from that considered here.
General conditions for m.l*e. consistency and 
asymptotic Normality will be derived involving the x-data 
(again assumed to be uniformly bounded). Later these 
conditions are reCl^xed in particular circumstances 
analagous to those outlined in §2.3*-
First we consider (1.4.2), (1 .4,3) s>nd (l.4»9) in 
order to verify consistency; the discussion parallels that
38.
iHt+ll /  t 3 xilr^7 P^il^ ^   ^1"Yt 9 ^ Yt+1^
^ y\\ s. .«• _
\ J t 7  rs’" Pi / ~ “£ l  Xilr^ t ')
*V\ « ^
H f f i l r ( t)pi l ( xihs( b l
'  i f i » U ( *^ xi l r ( b) ~\c"T u / d
•where (t) p^( t)xilr( b) °
Thus «V, . is a matrix of ”covariances" among the x-dataA/’b+l
in the i-th (i^) row of P(t)j t y J rS=’< £ior(t)’ £ios(t)>
S8y, where x ^  .x ^ ) . Now
s2=. -zV(e ,6 )!^l,p.,(t)l^ 2  p.. (t)-x. (t)]$ 2n -v r L xlrN ' iorx <J0
p (t)| X. (t)~X. (t) | 2 COS2(x.- (t)~x, (t),z)lari *3.1 / , A'ilo ~X0O 1 /Vllo ' A/lg.0
where 5ilo'(xil1 ....,xilk>• As before Sn j M ^ P 1163 
(1 .4.2) and this obtains if the ( £ n 0~]j;±&0) *s b0Ve bbe
same Gauss-Markov type of property as the x’s in the binary
case of ^ 2.2.
For (1.4.9) we find
.  w\
[an(^ o’S H  rs" ~Z  1+1 K l r ( t} ~*i» r( x^ils( b) ~xies( ^
•where 0* (r~1 ,o«.,k) are points strictly between and 0.vj) A/Q A/
Since the are continuous in 0, and the x1 s are uniformly 
bound ed, % ■
IP il^ ’ S p -P il^ ’ v o ^ -^  when S(^>
end then |fenlrs| I b H * ils( t)-5?i#s(t)J
* * * ■ * £  \S lloW 2
Thus (1.4,9) follows if s"2, ^iio^^l is bounded
2 2 uniformly in and n, denoting sfsjas usual.
For (I.4.3) we use (1 .4.2), (I.4.14), (I.4.15), (I.4.16),
and (1.4.18). The first has already been dealt with and
the last holds if the (x.q (t)~x. (t))*s, for different r,
have comparable magnitudes as t~>°°o For (l04014) and
(L 4 .1 5 ) we again use the ergodic coefficient, which is now 
given by (losifeseu and Theodorescu (1969 4 P*41))
rw
Since the x's are uniformly bounded <*£p( t)} fe <*0 , 
for some c<0> ,^ and (1 *4*14)* (I* 4.15) follow easily 
(tracing through the relevant algebra in £2.2)* Finally
00
under (I*4* 18), .(1 *4*16) is implied by ~<l.oo (ie*(2.10))*
For osymptotic Normality we need only check (1*3*8),
the Lindeberg condition, since (l*3*2) and (1*3*7)
implicit in the.'foregoing work* As in £2.2 we note that
(ii) of lemma 2 ,§1 .4*3 is satisfied,
VIe now discuss briefly the relaxation of the rather
above
restrictive conditions on the x' s givenjin order to cover
whtcbmodels of the general type considered here, but^may be
more likely to be used in applications. As in £2.3*2
we will be content with verifying that is 0(n) in probability*
Write
Wv
5 l p i l ^ t ^ ^ 1 Z+txi i r ( t ) “2CiAr(^ lI}  )
2to show as being composed of m separate sums, one for
each state* The i-th sum contains N^(n) terms and, from
12.7 below, N^(n)»0(n)a. s. Suppose , for example, that,
for i-1 ,...,m,©^ is involved only with transitions from
state i, so k»m and x.. (t)=0 for !#r. Thenx jr
sGi?i (x i2i
which is 0(n) a.s. for every unit z provided the
c — 2"variances" 80 no  ^become
too small as t->c*’, Other linear dependencies amongst
the x’s producing alternative models may be dealt with
similarly using arguments analagous to those in
40.
2„5 ^enumerable Markov chains.
In this section a simple method is suggested for
modifying the previous models to cope with a denumerable
state space (0,1,2oa<>)* This is to take an appropriate
discrete distribution for and let its parameters
be functions of Y, and x(t): we use x(t) here to denote*r “
the data inserted into the model specification at time t,
y's
and consider dependence on Y^ only (and not^further back) 
to limit discussion to chains of order one* For 
illustration we consider in detail just one example which, 
although not strictly of logit type, gives rise to very 
similar conditions.
Suppose that;for each t?Y^+  ^ has the Poisson distribution 
with mean
q.(t)=-exp { gi0(t)+gi1(t)G1 / gilc(t)0kJ  
where i-Y^ and the g^r(t) are functions of (Y^,x(t)) which, 
for simnlicity, we shall assume to be uniformly bounded.
Thus each row of P(t) consists of a set of Poisson 
probabilities. Y/e have
ft+J Yt+ilYt > expF qi (t^  qi(t) M / \ J ,
i l t J r s  " ft+1 >  "gir(t)gis(t)qi(t)>
i^;/(0 ,G)\ v -S/g. (t)q. (t)q.(t;6*),»o v  rs toir 7^is 7 jr  ’^ r77
and S2R'2-q.( t;0 ) 2 g. (t)T t;0 )| g.( t)j 2cos2(g.(t) , z)11 +1 ’~o' t,r=^ i n r  0 1 *"o ‘£ 3. > '£ 1  74v7
Twhere g. =* (gM g.,)• It is noticeable how similar3. n  J o O O J XK
(5<.1) is to (2.4), for example, 0 fact which enables the
(5 .1 )
discussion here to be condensed with frequent references 
back to §2*2.
For mQlce0 consistency we check (1,4*2), (1.4*3) 2nd
(1,4*9). Since the g’s are assumed uniformly bounded,
2
q.-(t)feq for some q>0, and S ->00 under Gauss-Markov- 1 -1 ’ n p
type conditions on the g.(t) as in §2*2; then (l*4. 2)ivl
follows. For (I*4.^ }) we calculate
l^nhsl ;ep-q.(t;Go)}g.r(t)g.s(t)|
& e Z / | s i r ( t ^gi3 ( t ^ lS i  s Z / |gi ( t )| 2
(as in §2,2) where Iq.(t;0x)-q,(t;Q )|^£ for 10-0 ' * ^3.' 'wo a/o
^2 / 2
Sn ^  |-c) J is uniformly bounded provided not too 
many of the cosines in (5*1) are small, and (1.4.9) follows, 
again as in §2,2.
For (1.4*3) we employ, as usual, (1.4*2) (already 
verified) ,(1 ,4.14), (1.4.1 5)» (1,4*16) and (1*4.18); the 
last holds if the (t),for different r, have comparable 
magnitudes as t~>^. For (1.4*14) 2nd (I.4.15) we evaluate 
the ergodic coefficient (see I, and T.(1969 ?p.41)) as
• -p 00
? ondn (Plj(t),p1 .(t)).
Now p^(t)“exp J-q^t)] q^t) °/ji, and, since the g’s are 
uniformly bounded, q^(t)<:q/ for some q'< 00 , so p^ (t)>6~q 
and so
°4p(t)} min(pio(t),plo(t))> e q ;
(l04.14) and (1,2^15) follow easily as in §2,2. Lastly
GO n
(1 .4.16) holds if XvBv.1 Vsf<o°; since {v j =~g. (t)g.t /^vt^ rs t ' wtfrs &ir /&is
is a*So uniformly bounded, the condition reduces to
„2
<ca t again as in §2.2.
For asymptotic Normality we are left only with (I.3*8),
4 2 0
since (1 *3*2) and (l. 3»7) follow already from the exposition 
above* Y/e verify (ii) of Lemma 2 in §1e4<»3j for which 
we hove
fa
X-M - 1 = f e  ** 6ir( t)} -q,( t)j ,
so E[lXw l  ^  4 f ^ g ir(t)| 2+5 E[|Xt+1 -q.(t)| 2+£j .
Since Y^ . is Poisson with mean q^ (t) ( conditionally on Y ,)U+1 *L X
it is clear that this expectation is uniformly bounded
2+ g
for oil S>0, so it remoins just to verify that s /n - > 00
c —2-for some b>0; this clearly follows from Za^ <.oO
(as- in §2.2).
206 Quasi-linear models.
We continue the slight digression from the title'of 
this chapter which was begun in the previous section; 
models are examined which are not strictly logit but 
nevertheless result in a similar analysis to that of §2.2*
2.6.1 Introduction
Nelder and Y/edderburn (1 972) introduced "generalised 
linear models" in which the p.d.f. f of Y belongs to the 
Exponential Family:
f(y;%?) ^ exp !%(?)£ y$-g(G)+h(y)} +b(f ,y)] 
for specified functions a,b,g,h and where © is some given 
function of a linear combination Xx^(L of parameters (Sj 
may be a nuisance parameter and the x!s are predictor 
variables, qualitative (as in the analysis of variance) 
or quantitative (as in conventional regression). For 
the case of independent observations Y they discuss 
the iterative numerical procedure of mol.e,, but not 
consistency and asymptotic Normality, They also develop 
Good’s (1967) idea on constructing generalised analyses of 
variance.
In generalising the previous logit models from the
° fpoint of view^consistency and asymptotic Normality of m.l.e., 
one is led to p.d.f.'s bearing some similarity to those of 
Nelder and Y7edderburn, but not restricted to the Exponential 
Family. Since there are also basic differences between 
their purpose and that here we use the slightly different
kh-o
description "quasi-linear". The specification is as follows: 
has conditional pcd0fo f^,^(Y ;g) with g-dependence
only through the linear combination
g.b( g) *gQ( t) +gi ( t) G,+ e . . +gk( t) ©k, 
gr ( t )  involving perhaps Y ^ Y ^  , ••«>Yo,x fc,x fc ,.* •  ,x q«> We have
r~ 7n f t+1  ^=rgr^ ^  4n f t+1  ^*
U t J  rs= ( ln f tvi } N  t) gs( t) +,(ln f ),
ll^(© ,0)1 =/-g (t)g (t)cA,n ~o rs t=o&r /&s y 05.
s„a s 2= - S  S & f a  f t 3- , 3f t> F  -  ~ f 0 I lr)n +=0 iy. s -* 0 d V-fc a/ . as ~
fJTI
where g =?(g. ,.«*,& )• The similarity here with the expressions /v 1
in §2.2 is again marked and it is clear that a general 
discussion could be pursued in terms of the g* s. Instead, 
we look at an example in irore detail*
2.6*2 An example: autogression with covariates,
We consider first conditional p.d.f.'s of the form
t M  b t+.,l /ft e) =(27T O-2) -ieXp-^4yt+1 -*,( t) -X, (t)01 -Yte2l2;
2thus Y  ^ has conditional distribution N(g^(o),_<r ) where
8 t(S)=,Xo(t)+X1( t)S 1+Yt ej
2and we shall assume cr to be known for simplicity. The 
model is first-order (Normal) autogression with one 
covariate, We have
= f t 1 y» r  3+1 3 - - ft* »
**- i ' x i d  - -ftE
Vsslt>yt ft
' , P  -  J -  "<r oc,a=)/tA
S *  »->• f t  U f t A  *  J
where /^/E^Jand »t=^ E[Y2J0
The m.l*ee ^ can be evaluated explicitly as
* _ /safijtb)1* siJc/fc^yA"1 f X 3h^V?h*r>c^ \
a.but the problems in dealing with © in this form ere the 
same as those which arise from using our general approach, 
so we take the latter route.
Denoting xq( t)+x^  (t)©^  by u^for convenience, we
have
° ut+027<t-1=’l<t'l'e2^ut-1+92>Kt“2^
® 2 V t * ® 2"^s fo r  0 S s 6 t ; © A
provided jG^|1 , |yw0|<co , and the x’s do not become 
large as t~>°£>, the sequence of means will not become
unbounded. Similarly
-  cH eCY t -  e L c V t « . t +ej.yt ._ ,rj =
2 2and denoting <r +w^+2u.j.©2/^ „'| ^y ^or convenience, we
45.
obtain
-t - S - l 2.X, l C - f c - S >
Pt  = ^  Ps ^  O^ S ^ - f c  C0»2.)I- C
Now
H-I „  , Mt
s :  = 1 1 1  * ,» s «  + * J S  «■ *; = 5/ /
2and is 0(n) if the x* s stay clear of 0 and on the 
whole; thus (1.4*2) holds. Since 1^(© ,©) is constant/V M A*Q <V
in 6- (l.4o9) holds trivially, and for m.I.e. consistency 
we have only (1.4.3) left to prove, and it is possible to 
achieve this by elementary methods as follows.
Let ^C[Ys,Y ], then for s<t
A t 3 e t  y< 6 E Y* 1 /,+ J  -  A A  = A  ^ * ”A ) x e* eE>i yt -  
=■ $». /**,+-< 5
fiesKXjL. A'^ S'L ~ ~  ^^  /^ "S  ^ (GIB)
46,
Now by Chebyshev’s Inequality,
n-‘ ■ .-2. P Vl-l
P ,  =  P  L  1 ^ 2  |  >  £ . ' ]  a  ( s a „ ) 1 £  j L  VtYt J +  * | t t )  c C x ^ ] ]
= Is**)'’' I f e ”i£t? 0 * - /£ )  + ?- >1 >S«> *,ft> <£"* ( H- -/<s‘) }■ .
Let us suppose for definiteness that jx..(t)| $ x for ±=0,1 , 
uniformly in t. It follows easily that iv/fe , for • 
some m^cco , and so
< ( g a j  w, { U zJ  +- 2 id  Z fc | Oxf'* } 0 l j  -> ^  9
S ( » - + e " =  * £ > * -  e »  I ® " -  f e
2 2 Thus, if 8^ /n’*°°(which is so if s^ =0(n))
±  f e  *,Cfc> (yt - / ,p  T -  0 .
Again,
f L  -  p c < t *  I  ( > t - ) > t ) |  ?  & ]  ^  ( s ^ K y z  ? ^ 0 v l ' y f e J  +  2 -  ^  •
N o w ? =  c E r S ;  y t  J  =■ £ C  ? s  f  u t  +  > 4 - , |  j  — ?s ( s < - t )
= ». K -  / < J  + e , ( r S)t„ + A p  = e,
« £ “+ „  = e T  f e n v / l - ^ J  5
it can be shown that E^Y^J is uniformly bounded, so we
have
I S^fc I ^  W*>. I 'j<r/‘ s<r>v^  vvi ^  <■ cO
Also f £t = c z£j y^] = e H y  ^t ut + $,, y ^ p j + *s _ %
= V,« K - V « A> + XBx u.k £Ev/ ^ .,3 + b; +
-  *  I “ f-t+ O'1" + i  + ©>• 1 ^ UtYc;t'» + ®"5- ‘PcytN |
but “ /*b“ wt
and ^  = ErYtj[ “ E C <*A+ w*. + X wt 9X ^  3 - <rz+ iql + Xj/Ut u  ^ - 2  u£ + 9^  Pt-(
Thus <p8b - Z^vut + 9l
leading to I <Pst| ^ i*3 j & ^ s ^  ^ <o0%
Hence px 4(£ «„)" I fe ftt + 1 g-t fit { = 0 ( «/«-) ,
and y> 0 . &.s->
From (6.4) and (6.5) it follows that
+  5' F '(2 * ,2 ° )+  i!« l -->  £  (6-a;
2
and hence (l04<>3) (provided Sn=0(n), as we have assumed).
The conditions (l«3*2), (l»3«7) and (1.3*8) for
Aasymptotic Normality of 0^ are easily checked. Since
• l//(© ,© )~X//(© ,© ) the first follows from (6.6). For the wn ^o ^n A*n ~o "o
second we calculate
v H  xi(b)+z2Yt-i^  * v g-tV° 7
EfX2 ^  ^  ( t )  +*2Tt _ J  2/cr2 ;
by the above analysis
t  ftECx2 1 ~  ( b  2+2zi z2^ - i  +z2 V i ^ 2' v /n*
and the condition follows by multiplying this through by 
2r/sn-0(l)„ For the third, the Lindeberg condition, Lemma 2 (ii) 
of §1.4-3 may be applied with 6-1.
It is clear that a similar treatment may be applied to
the more general model in which
g,(©)-x (t) + Z9.x.(t) + i e .  ,Y. . ,&t o i=i x x ' t=* x+1 t-x+r
that is, (k-r)-th order autoregression with covariates; 
however the algebraic detail would be increased.
2.7 V isits to state k
We consider an m-state, nonhomogeneous, first order Markov 
chain with transition probability matrices P(i)='(p- •(+))* Let
H^aA) *  f ^ 6>* 6 CA
^  -TtfcU,b> = ^ >6 \,U )/£ ^ >(SL)+ I - }»££<«,«} -f* u i /  ;
values such as p^^(^,b)=?0 are not disallowed, but then the 
corresponding result below will be empty. The following 
Lemma gives bounds for the absolute probabilities PCY^-kJ.
Lemma ^0 d^(t,a,b)-P£Y^-k]- I^ 9(a,b) for i=1,2,
we have
This section contains some results referred to elsewhere.
a .  >  ~fc <  b %
Proof. Y/e prove the left hand inequality, omitting 
the arguments (a,b) for convenience. Y/e have
P C > W r  U  =  4 h k ( s >  =  P C y £ = k ]
> + ^ P C y s=Ki = K ? + f l & - K ? 1  p r » - W
= -  < +  5 ) / - IV '] 4 / )
Ve.
The result is obtained by applying this inequality 
recursively for s-a,a+1 ,t. g
Corollary 1 . Assuming PEY^iJ > 0 for a ^ t <b, 
equality holds in Lemma 1 (on both sides) iff, for 
asrs<b, pik(s) =yp^ 1 ^ (i + k) and pkk(s) =T>J^  ie. the k~th 
column of P(t) is constant during that time.
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Corollary 2. For a binary chain with state space 
(0,1), P( t) - ^  »na with p(1 I  Vou J f l ,
tf' 5  h (s) -  |,r > f t  Ofi-s^-t } Tr" = jjoq®) > ""ft" jT+j?) > L^'w-^  I ft)<M 
Tif + D - h f t f t F  CPCX.-0] -"C’j  s  rC V o ] * -ft-!- Cl - 1®>- p|;y„=cj -v f?} _
Equality obtains iff the chain is homogeneous with 
P0( s)  ^ =V0 say, ( s) ~pj1 ^ ^  =p^  say, in which
case i f c p f l ’sa y ’ and
P fV O ]’  T r+(l-po-p1) t [PrYo- 0 ] - i T l .
Remark, Cruder bounds for pfY  ^s-kj can be
H  +
foundjnoting that
vw
p[ V r kh  + 1Pik(t)p[vi]
so min(p«,p'4 )<-min Pik(t)4 ng* pife( t)« .nax(p« p« ).
For Pk<Pkk have P]/Pkk^ Pk*1 “P ^  1 (strict inequality 
if pkk< 1 ) , thus ( if pk> 0) pkk * TTk= >pk;
similarly, if Pkk< Pk then Pkk< ’njc<Pk* Fence 7^
(respectively Tf^ , TT^  ) always lies between and p^k
and therefore, for large t, the bounds given in Lemma 1
are sharper than those here. As an illustration, consider
a chain where changes of state become less likely as time
goes on, specifically say p. .(t) =+"*/( m~1 ) for i=£o»
p±j(t) v\ -t *, for t ^ t^ where t^  is large enough for t^^l (<0 0 ),
We may take Pk9( ^yb) ~i~°V(m~1 ), Pkk(Lj ,t) -1 ~t^ so
(t,j, t)=?£l +(m-1 )f’°t} 7 , f=-t^ /t; the fraction f may be 
chosen arbitrarily close to 1 , so tt^ is near V m5 
’'exact" bound. On the other hand, P^k(t)->0, a 
worthless bound.
Lemma 2, Let I^ C t)=/lf.Y^ "kl;, the indicator function
50o
of the event {Y^k}. If ( i) iigf *£p( t)} > 0 and (ii)
OO cy V)
ZpCYt^k]p[Yt+k]/bt«x» then bn Zjlk( t)-P&t=k]} 0
Proof. It was shown in §2.2 that (i) here'implies
(1 .4.14) and (1 .4.15), Ik(t), being a function of Yt, is
A.
'fe.-measurable (see £1.4)* Thus, by Cohn's Theorem
AJ
A  o  p o  n
b” ^-[l^ t)-Epk(t) ] } ^ 0  if Zv[T1<;( t)]/bt<.«x> 0 It only remains 
to note that E[l'k(t)] s-P[Y »k] and
v[xk(t)i =Enk(t)2]-.BLik(t)]2^rx]c(t)] Ii-Erik(t)]j ^ r ^ p i Y ^  q.
1The results of Lemmas^ and 2 are now put together in order 
to derive order-of-magnitude estimates for the amount of
V\
time the chain spends in state k. Let N^ ( n) =?^ j I^ ( t) be 
the number of times during 1 to n that the chain is in state k. 
Taking a=1, b-n in Lemma 1, that result may be written as 
T ^+ .ocff £ P C y ^h ] *1(5, ,
where <*\«i have modulus less than 1 (strictly so, avoiding 
trivialities) and 2re between 0 and 1. Setting
V  fe^k(b -P C vkh ,
i f e Y  "n f  i +  2 1  ^  -V- W ^  k
w 'PAllowing n-4°°, and noting that and  ^ for
we see that Nk(n)/n a. s. lies between tt^  and , roughly 
speaking.
This is stated more precisely as follows.
Corollary 3* Given e f S > o } tl u(e>6) s;t, P L \ -&<.tfeG'Vvu^
Lastly, in accordance with the preceding Remark, we 
note that cruder bounds can be obtained more directly, that 
is, by using conditional probabilities P£Y^=kj^^ instead 
of absolute probabilities. Let 2fe=Ik( t)”EElk(t)jfe-.j.^l , then
. „ i  n . oo
Y z/ bt is * martingale and bn Z Z ^ > 0 provided ?  VlZ^ fe/b^  oo
q.e.d.
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(see eg0 Feller (1971 ^  P®243))• Now 
E[lk(t)|A^ il=PCYt=,k|Yt^  =pik(t), i-Vl* and leb 
qk S Py/ + ) ^  qk° Vt-. Then
^ t+qf^(t)s<Zt+q« 
so Z^qJ? ^  Nk( »)/n ^  tt| Zt+q^ *
We infer that given 8, £ > 0 3 n(£,£) s0t0 PRQJq^”££Nk(m)/m < q^+ £}]j> \~£ 
The conditions here are weaker than in Lemma 2; (i) is 
not required at all since we are dealing with a martingale 
( this was noted previously in fl<>4®3)j since VC^l  ^  Vt3/6+) J
• OO Q
(see 1*4.19) (ii) implies XvrzJ/h. < 00 . v[zJmay be• 0 “C "G
evaluated as follows:
V ^ ^ C Z ^ ] ]  (since E[Zt|^t ]=Os.s.)
-E[s(Z2 |A / ]  “E f p ^  t) fl -p/t)]] ( i=Tt_1 )
^[pCT^kjY^: PCyt ^K|yt.,]].
In some applications it may be possible to use this 
approach to better advantage, We have, in similar fashion 
to the above,
C  i z t + g  i  h# >  * £  Ni>> s  £ ^  + £  £  f y *>)
this will be useful if one can obtain more precise estimates 
of the expressions involving the P-y^f)*
Chapter I II . An application to some epidemic data0
3.1 Introduction.
The Royal College of General Practitioners began a 
survey in the early 1960* s of certain communicable diseases,. 
About seventy general practitioners, with practices located 
throughout the British Isles and covering a population of 
approximately 150*000, agreed to keep a weekly log of a 
specified set of diseases. Figure 1 illustrates the ’ 
geographical distribution of participants. Eighteen 
communicable diseases were recorded, including scarlet 
fever, whooping cough, measles, chicken pox and mumps; 
returns were also made of diseases of the respiratory system 
such as influenza, pneumonia, acute bronchitis and pleurisy.
The full list appears in Table 1, and a typical three-year 
record is illustrated by Figure 2 (the vertical scale there 
is omitted for clarity, but some indication is provided by 
the fact that a disease trace dips below its zero mark to 
-1 when one week’s data is missing).
The procedure has been as follows. Each week the 
doctor fills in a form provided by the College. For each 
disease he notes the number of new cases diagnosed by him 
that week, classified by age and also by sex, Ke sends 
the forms by post to the General Practice Research Unit of 
the College in Birmingham. In 1972 several thousand completed 
forms, sent in by the doctors involved during the period 
1st January 1968 to 31st December 1970 (157 weeks) arrived
at Surrey University for computerisation, and over the next 
few weeks the information was transferred onto about 19,000 
punched cards. To facilitate repeated scanning the data 
were then stored on magnetic tape.
The study to be described here is based upon medical 
opinion that the infectiousness of certain diseases, as 
observed by numbers of new cases each week, is not constant, 
but appears to be governed to an extent by external factors 
such as climatic conditions. An effort is being made at 
present to develop a system for collecting a wide range of 
data thought to be relevant, but for the present we are able 
only to include certain variables describing general weekly 
weather conditions. These figures are prepared on a routine 
basis by the Meteorological Office to whom we are grateful 
for making them x'eadily available.
This investigation is an attempt to relate a doctor’s 
record of numbers of new cases per week to some of the 
possible explanatory variables. It has the nature of a 
pilot study for several reasons. First, as noted before, 
only a subset of the external factors is included. This 
comprises x^  =■ mean air temperature (°F), x^  mean rainfall 
(inches), Xyf mean bright sunshine (hours per day); such 
measurements are made at many stations throughout the 
country and local recordings were used in analysing the 
doctors’ records. Secondly, only a few (ten) of the 
doctors’ returns have been treated because computer time 
is fairly heavily used, and because manjr of the returns 
contain a large proportion of unrecorded weeks or we have 110 
local weather data for them. Thirdly, it was considered 
feasible at this stage only to use three years’ data
(1968-1970) s in c e  t h is  would p ro b a b ly  be s u f f i c i e n t  t o  
dem onstrate what k in d s o f  stu d y  cou ld  be c a r r ie d  ou t 'w ithout 
u n n e c e s s a r i ly  s t r a in in g  r e s o u r c e s . A ls o ,  sex  and age 
grou p in gs have been ig n o re d ; o n ly  the t o t a l  numberEs o f  
new ca ses  p er  week have been  exam ined,
A considerable amount of work has been published which 
develops stochastic models to describe the conmunication 
of infectious diseases® The book by Bailey-(1957) is a 
useful starting point for a summary of such work; since 
then mathematical formulations have proliferated, see for 
instance the review paper by Dietz (1967)® Unfortunately 
such theoretical treatments are difficult to apply directly 
to data like those of the College survey* For the main 
part the probabilistic consequences of certain premises 
have been investigated, and little mention made of .-,.3 
statistical inference* Exceptions to this are the papers 
by Bailey (i 955) and Bartlett (1957); however the former 
concentrated on small, closed populations such as 
households where detailed data are available, and the latter*V
on the large scale periodic nature of measles outbreaks. 
There is also the paper by Cart and De-Vries (1966) which 
is based upon the deterministic model for a simple epidemic.
At face value, the College data should contain useful 
evidence about the spread of the diseases, in spite of the 
fact that there is not enough information to fit detailed 
models* The first computations performed were correlations 
between the number of new cases of a disease in one week 
with the number for the same or a different disease in an
earlier week; this is in response to the question of 
whether a high incidence of a disease tends to be associated 
with a high (or low) incidence of this disease previously 
or of another disease in the same, or in a previous, week.
In other words, a multiple time series approach was adopted 
end cross-correlation matrices for lags of up to ten weeks 
were computed. There have been many previous biometeorologicel 
studies along these lines, see for example Wise (1966) and 
Spicer (1966). This was regarded as a purely descriptive 
exercise, but some interesting correlations did appear and 
gave support, or otherwise, to various conjectures, as well 
as suggesting certain connections which might be worthy 
of further enquiry.
After the preliminary data processing a more formal 
analysis was sought. For simplification the records were 
reduced to binary form, each number of new cases being 
replaced by a 0 or 1 (representing a week of low or high 
incidence) according as it is less than an "epidemic 
criterion" or not. Thus the data for a particular doctor 
and a particular disease becomes a binary sequence, and 
a Markov chain analysis is suggested. However, in order 
to incorporate the hypothesised influence of the weather 
factors, the chain must be non-homogeneous, with transition 
probabilities depending on these explanatory vai'iables.
Some years ago a large survey relating the incidence of 
coronary heart disease to various factors (such as smoking 
habit) was performed. Statistical analyses of the data 
were given by Truett et al (1967) and by Halperin et al
(l970j the linear logit model (see eg« Cox (1970, §2.3)) 
was used, and parameter estimation was by discriminant 
functions in the former paper, and by maximum likelihood 
in the latter* These methods were both tried here, after 
adaptation for Markov chains,, The discriminant functions 
apiproach proved to be comparatively unrewarding, and we 
omit any further discussion of it*
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The doctors’ records are each considered as a single, 
long realisation of a nonhomogeneous two-state Markov chain 
of order ^D The transition probability matrix is (as in
3,2 The model, estimation, and hypothesis tests,,
there are k=?3 explanatory variables here. The log-lik’elihood 
function is
W-J
The inference is technically conditional upon the observed 
Yq; however, in asymptotic theory this is unimportant 
(Billingsley (1961a , §1))0 Missing values of Y, or of the
x's, are likewise dealt with provided there are relatively
a gap
few of them; afterjfvthe first usable Y is treated as another 
initial observation, (A more meticulous approach for a gap 
involving 1-1 missing Y's would be to use l™step transition 
probabilities.) Parameter estimation was by maximum likelihood; 
the model here is covered by the discussion in §2.3*2, and 
the climatic measurements x^, x^ , are reasonably behaved,
§2,2)
where Pjfei)
Since only 21 and 51 - involve the 6 .’s, and only 21, _ 
J oo o1 03 J 10
and Z  involve the 6. 7 s, the likelihood is "orthogonal", 
1 I J
in the sense of Anscorabe (1964) jwith respect to the two
sets of parameters; this property allows inferences to 
be made independently for the two sets (Edwards (l972),£6.2).)e,
For computations a subroutine to return the log- 
likelihood and its derivatives for any specified combination 
of parameters is used to serve a program based on the DFP 
algorithm for function minimisation (Davidon (1959), Fletcher 
and Powell (196.3))® The iterative process proved to be 
happily free of snags, a likely explanation being that 
(with probability tending to 1 as n+>«>©) the. sample information 
matrix is everywhere positive definite* On the earlier 
test runs several initial trla£ values were adopted, but 
each led to the same solution in every case. One of the 
starting points used corresponded to the discriminant 
functions, and another to the ordinary transition counts.
In the many routine runs the latter was employed exclusively, 
as it is quick to calculate and the speed of convergence is 
is acceptable (usually around thirty evaluations of the 
function and gradients). Another economy is in the use 
of an approximated inverse Hessian matrix,which is carried 
as an essential part of the DFP algorithm, in place of a
%
separately computed, and inverted, information matrix; 
in the earlier runs the agreement between these matrices 
was close.
Having estimated the parameters various hypotheses are 
to be tested. As usual one of the first questions is how 
well the model fits. We take the attitude that the logit 
model might provide a useful representation of the mechanism 
producing the data on which to base inference, not that it 
is"true"* The procedure followed here derives from the
so we assume consistency and asymptotic Normality*
informal comparison by Trueti et al (i967) of observed and
expected frequencies in classes after grouping the data
with respect to the estimated probability of the response
If the fit is satisfactory then several parametric
hypotheses are of interest.
H. : 0. 0^ for rpl.ooD.k and i-0,1 iea there is no. 1 xr
dependence on the x1s at all, the chain is homogeneous.
Hgj 6^=0 for r-1 ,eoo,k ie« there is no x-dependence
for transitions from state 0,
HjS for (complementary to Hg.
Symbol ica lly H^aH- =-II^ ) 0
H. : © »-©. i for r-0 }0t. , k iec p (t)=+1 “p.. (t) , there is
q* OP 1 !T O I
no ohain-dependence,
Hp.: for r»0,...,k ie, P0(t)»p1(t), the probability
of a change of state is independent of the starting state,
IL: © =7-8, for r=f1 ,.*«,k ie. the same linear
6 or 1r 7
x-combination is involved for transitions from states 0 and 1
H_,: 6  ^^=-0^  ^ for r=?1,.. •, k ( complementa ry to Hg),
These hypotheses are all linear but the general Y/ald 
test (eg. Silvey (1970;, §7*3))was employed; it has the 
advantage over likelihood ratio tests that, only the full 
model has to be fitted, and the criterion is distributed 
asymptotically as chi-squared. (Because of the orthogonality 
property mentioned above, the estimated parameter covariance 
matrix is block-diagonal, and the chi-square values for 
Hg and sum to that for 0)
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Y/e first describe some experience with fitting the model. 
The choice of epidemic criterion for reducing the counts 
of newly diagnosed cases to 0/1 data is arbitrary,. At 
first some qualitative judgement was attempted in labelling 
weeks as epidemic or non-epidemic, but it was soon apparent 
that values 1 , 2, 3> ««><. could be tried for each record 
without too costly an increase of machine time.' A binary 
sequence was regarded as usable if its 2x2 transition count 
matrix contained no elements less than 5» Thus a doctor's 
record of a disease often resulted in several usable binary 
sequences to be fitted. Table 2 summarises the results 
of fitting ten doctors' records; the number of usable records 
(ie. records yielding at least one usable binary sequence) . 
is shown there in the second row.
Comparisons between the different fits for the same 
record is difficult for reasons both theoretical (different 
sequences are essentially different data) and practical, N 
Taking the latter type, the several fits may be contrasted 
according to their maximised likelihoods. However, the 
higher the epidemic criterion, the more 00 transitions, end. 
the higher the attainable likelihood (eventually 1 ); at 
the same time the amount of information on © diminishes 
(to 0). Alternative comparisons may be made in terms-of 
the estimated parameter covariance matrices or the 
transition count matrices; for good estimation a small 
trace or determinant of the covariance matrix is desirable 
(for example), as is a set of large transition counts (the
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latter may be scored according to the smallest of the 
four counts). These three criteria were almost always 
unanimous in picking best fits, an observed fact which is 
supported by mathematical considerations* The other 
difficulty of comparison remains, that although 0 for one 
fit is better estimated than that for another, they apply 
to different data; the phrase "epidemic criterion" might 
be understood to mean that there should be few 1 1s in the 
sequence, the question of estimating efficiency being 
irrelevant®
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are plots, for diseases 12 
(rubella) and 183 (acute otitis media), of observed 
transition proportions(vertical axis) against those fitted; 
the data are grouped according to the estimated probability • 
of a transition to state 0, dots and crosses corresponding 
respectively to transitions from states 0 and 1® Since 
individual records produce too few data for such a plot 
the observed transitions are accumulated over the fits 
for different doctors; proportions based on fewer than five^  
transitions have been omitted.
In Table 2 the rows labelled Hj®®®,!!^  give the numbers 
of rejections (at the 5% significance level) of those 
hypotheses; where one record gave rise to several fits, 
for different epidemic, criteria,a rejection was counted 
if the hypothesis concerned gave a significant chi-square 
value for at least one of the fits® For , the 
hypothesis of main interest here, rejection is fairly frequent 
in diseases 12 and 183® In the former case it appears 
from rows Hg and o*f* the table that this is mainly due
to transitions from state 0 (ie® the start of an outbreak)
being influenced by the weather variables. For disease
183 transitions from both states are apparently influenced.
There is also some evidence in the table that diseases 11
(measles), 13 (chicken pox), 3©3 (vomiting/diarrhoea, febrile)
and 304 (vomiting/diarrhoea, afebrile) are affected by the
explanatory variables. The rejection rates for and
H- are comparitively high for most of the diseases. Thus 
P
chain-deoendence between the Y's (tested by H. ), above that4
possibly caused by their relation to the serially correlated 
x’s, is still evident in the data. Also the qualitative 
difference between transitions from states 0 and 1 (tested 
by H,_) is apparent® Of the last two hypotheses it appears 
from Table 2 that is probably false for diseases 12,
183,and 3O4, whereas is left more in doubt® If 
is true the probability that the next state is 0 has exactly 
the same (logit-linear) dependence on the x's, whether the 
present state is 0 or 1 ie® the same combination of weather 
factors is responsible for encouraging ( or.discouraging) % 
the disease regardless of the current prevalence® Under 
H_, a single combination is responsible for encouraging a 
change of state, either way* It is not surprising that 
fL, is less well supported than
Regarding the significance of individual parameters, 
interpretation is hampered by the high correlations amongst 
the x* So The result of searching for some consistency 
in the signs of the coefficients for different fits is 
summarised in Table 3 where + or - means that the
insufficient agreement. If is positive, an increase
in x., swells the probability of a change to state 1 ; if
0, . is positive larger values of x, favour a change to state * J 0
0o Taking disease 13 (chicken pox) for instance, it appears 
that an increase in either x^  (air temperature) or x^ (rainfall) 
enhances the probability that the next state will be 0, this 
being true whether the present state is 0 or 1; the influence 
of x^  (sunshine) is not clear, again for both starting 
states®
majority of estimates were of that sign, and o indicates
Experience with fitting the logit model to the data 
here has pointed to the following*
(i) Some of the disease categories are not specific 
enough; effort is more likely to be rewarded with those 
that can be diagnosed with a minimum of ambiguity®
(ii) There might be some improvement with a model 
allowing for chain-dependency of order greater than 1 since 
the incubation periods for many of the diseases are known 
to be longer than one week* The explanatory variables 
would similarly stretch back more than one epoch®
(iii) Binary reduction of the data may discard too 
much information; it is not difficult in principle to fit 
a logit model for an m-state chain, where m could be taken 
as 3 or 4j hut (unless arbitrary assumptions are made) the 
number of parameters quickly increases*
(iv) The record length is important not only for the 
formal asymptotic theory of estimation and hypothesis testing, 
but also for assessing goodness-of~fit* If possible longer 
records should be used*
(v) The explanatory variables are only three among 
many* Also, clessificatory variables could contribute 
to joint analyses of records from different doctors, 
although comparisons between independent fits obtained 
by keeping different doctors1 data separate would be 
lost®
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3*4 Discussion*
Table 1. Diseases Recorded® .
65'
Communicable Diseases Respiratory Tract Infections
.RCGP
number Disease
RCGP
number
5 ' Dysentery 240
6 Scarlet Fever 241
8 Whooping cough 242
11 Measles
243
12 Rubella
244
13 Chicken pox
245
14 Herpes Zoster
246
lb Humps
247
16 Infective hepatitis ‘
‘ 251
17 Infective mononucleosis
261
20 Oxyuriasis
267
21 Dermatophytosis
22 Scabies •
23 Epidemic winter vomiting
183 Otitis media, acute
303 Acute vomiting, and/or 
diarrhoea (febrile)
304 Acute vomiting, and/or 
diarrhoea (afebrile)
375 Impetigo
Disease .
Ron-febrile common cold
Febrile common cold and 
influenza-lime i l m e s s
Febrile sore throat, 
including tonsillitis
Sinusitis (acute)
Laryngitis and Tracheiti;
Influenza
Pneumonia and pneumonitis 
Acute bronchitis 
Pleurisy 
Catarrh
Cough
Others (specified)
Others (specified)
Table 2. Summary of results.
Disease 5 6 8 11 12 1$ 14 1 5 16 17 20 21 22 23 183 303 304 375
Records 
usable 1 2 2 8 7 8 6 9 3 2 2 5 7 1 10 7 8 7,}
-a!*
* 
I
. 
i |
0 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 5 1 1 0
H2 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 1
H3 0 0 0 . 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 0
\ 0 1 1 6 6 4 1 7 1 2 0 0 0 1 4 . 5 6 0
V 1 1 2 8 3 7 3 8 1 2 2 2 6 1 10 7 7 . 3
H6 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
... 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 7 1 3 1
Table 3. Signs of estimated parameters,
Param eter 0 * o1 6o2 0 7o3 11 o.
D isease 11 *. ■4* « •
12 e e + + •
13 -» * ■f +
183 - — • +
303 4* — - -
304 4* - - - -
12 ®13
(measles)
(rubella)
(chicken pox)
! acute otitis media) 
vomiting/dla rrhoea,febrile) 
(vomiting/d ia rrhoea,a febrile
' - 67.
Figure 1. locations of the practices participating 
in the survey®
' ' oS?
O h
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I'igure 3o Observed vs. fitted proportions® 
(clots and crosses relate to transitions from states 0 and.1 respectively)
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3 ( a ) a D is e a s e  12® 
' (R ubella)
.3(b)! D i s e a s e
(Acute otitis 
med ia)
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401 M® 1® e® when transient parameters are present®
There are instances in which some parameters (©) in a
model are consistently estimable by m®l®e® and the rest
(<P) may not be so. More generally, in a model containing
k+r independent parameters only k independent parametric
functions may have the rn0l8e® consistency property®
We denote the observations by Y , Y, Y witho o 1 n
conditional probability density functions f .(Y.J^ P. , ; ©,<p)"C ti — l no Ai
where is the <T~field generated by Y ,^ 8®®, Y^ ^  ;
the parameters Oe©, , open subsets of , IR*
respectively® The log-1ikelihood function (conditions!
on Y ) is 1 (6,cp)»l-^  In f. (Y ), and the likelihood o n tsA tN t
equations are
Chapter 3X Further asymptotic properties of m0l oe®
(i«a) denoting the first derivative of 1 (©,<f) with respect aiU a'] n ^
to ©(q5). Second derivative matrices are denoted by 1~~, 1A^ , 
and the corresponding Fisher information submatrices by
*V
etc. The full (k+r)x(k+r) information matrix is B .' ~n
Conditions are found under which the 6-likelihood 
equations, 1q(©,c£)=h3, yield a solution ©^ weakly consistent 
for 6q (the true parameter); roughly speaking, we require 
that ©n is not too much disrupted by the lack of a consistent 
estimator for cpQ, and that the property of 1 ^  given in 
§1«2, namely equation (l®2®3), is not destroyed by a 
contribution from * The conditions in f'1.3 for
A.asymptotic Normality of 0 are also extended to the present 
case®
of a m0l.e. and the tendency to infinity of the information
on that parameter; if the corresponding diagonal element
of B does not tend to infinity as we will call theA/ll
parameter "transient". Under the usual regularity conditions, 
the Crarn<5r-Rao bound (forj[general multi-parameter version 
see eg. Silvey (l 970.' <J201 2)) implies that (mean-square) 
consistent estimation of a transient parameter is not 
possible, but the converse is not true, as shown by 
Example 1 below. This example also forces a refinement 
of the above naive view of transience. The analogy with 
Gauss-Markov theory of estimable linear parametric functions 
is evident.
There seems to be a connection between the consistency
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4*20 Consistency and asymptotic Normality of ^ *A> ]T
Consider the Taylor expansion of the first derivative
of the log~likelihood function 1 with respect to (©,4*)n
about the true parameter (j§0jJ0)J
x ' C e ^ / i R ©  }f  )+ i"(e  a~ ~ j*n **o to  7 1°? 1 7 - %<>/ \r-AJ
where l/^Q 6,o> ,<p)~(~0I> i! Tq I 7 o I f f / Is the (k+r)x(k+r) matrix of
second derivatives of 1' with rows evaluated at pointsn
strictly between (©q *^) 011(3 (©>+0° Continuity and 
regularity assumptions are made as in §102„
The 0-likelihood equations are obtained by equating
( \ t A.2e1) to zero, A solution 6^ 
will in general depend on <p and cgo. We seek a condition
rv
- A t / 4under which, for arbitrarily small <S>0, a 6h exists (in 
probability) with j ©n~©0| ^  (some sequence of
statistics) and irrespective of the unknown value of <p0 .
Upon multiplication by B 2 the ©-likelihood equations become
{ee X a(%>,$)■+gw ft,1?) < S S J  +
A sufficient condition for what is sought is that one can N 
find A>0,  sequence {c^ } with c.flrco , sequence!^? such 
that, when |©~©01 A ( arbitrary)
"  v  u
(That this is a sufficient condition for ©^-consistency 
follows by the same argument as in § 1 „ 2 0 )  In'the examples 
which follow this condition is checked direct^, but 
general circumstances under which it will hold may be 
derived by methods similar to those in §1*4*
For asymptotic Normality of ©n consider
(2,2.)
0 2 .)
13 o
* ~ £<>>£*) 1 1^ 5? |o i  £&(&) Jo)
-  ' B&» !?ee (ffu-Tc) (Z'/+)
which follows from (2.2). If
- g ^  f t f t f t f t f t f t  t * ~ R / (2-,s>
gi® I*,?•,$->■»+ 9 > F-'
« ***1 /  \it only remains to find conditions under which BQQ1-A© y<P )~Q&~Q mo ]o
is asymptotically Normal. Define
Ut  = +  f t  f t f t f t , ) §.,£■> , f t  « / i f t  , f t  -  z  E t x U ,
(z being an arbitrary unit vector) then such conditions 
are (as in §1.3)
ft X  e  E x: | ft, ] f t  1 , ft >7)
f t  2  eCXlt > « ft ft -> 0 V £ > 0 .  (*,.?)
4® 3 Examples®
Two examples are given to illustrate the theory® The 
first contains one straightforward application and two 
variations which bring out general points® In the second 
our work is related to that of Neyman and Scott (1948)*
4.3*1® Example 1
We take the standard "regression" model where the Y^’s 
are independent )» bhe Xj/s being given® We
have
6}^  ~n’ ^t*
Bcff=-lff=£xt, (en’fn  ^ fe§n XxtYt^ T
so (6 , $ ) are joint Normal with means (6 a? ) and "n in u O^jlo'
covariance matrix B 1a *vn
( .  \  .  — «  j. __ 2  c- “ 2 *1 ) Take x =t for given <*>•§-. Since -+~> ^ ,V li
A ,is transient. For ©^-consistency we check (2.3); we have
to verify that for some the criterion expression N ■
E =c"~2'(e-e )rT 2~[-n(8-6 )- Zt”*(cp ) }  n n o o Tn To'
2
is less than -S in probability, where 6 = j©-6jo But
r* a. 2  l.,' ^2°<
by choosing cpn~^  anil °n~r^ f* ln s:lnce ®n®n~80j J /
and is N(tp^,nd^), where d^=n Zt*^-( Zt *)2, it is easily
. . . , A . - Averified directly tnat ©n is mean-square consistent ana cp^
is not even weakly consistent*
«*»oc(ii) Take x for given 0 < <x < I, Although the 
effect of cp on the data tends to zero as t +  w ,f is not
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transient. (in fact 2]~ndJ~> 0 so cpn is m.s.
consistent .) However the criterion (2.3) may still be used
A . . .to show that 6 is consistent, The general point is that in 
cases where it is difficult to show that certain parameters 
are consistent it may be easier to demonstrate this property 
for a subset of them, regarding the rest as cf1s and using 
(2,3); this partial solution to the problem may be adequate 
for the application in hand.
(iii) Take x =ri+t , oC> ^  Neither 6 nor are
A 2transient. However ) /dh and Vjj^j~n/d^;
. «=2c<\ —1for large n both variances ~  ( 2~t ) -H>0 so neither nial.ec.
is consistent. This may be understood as follows; for 
unit z, */v *
2 T_ / x2 _ / N 2^ - ~2«s ^ z  +2z2(z1+z2)Zt +z2 Xt c
2In the direction defined by z^+zo-0, so
transience exists in one dimension of the two-dimensional
parameter space. The anomaly may be removed by
re-parametrizing: take (©,+)=!}( V,, ,y2) where h=+(h^  ,hp) ,
a vector function with 2x2 Jacobian matrix ill} . I" 0 „
In terms o§ the new parameters the information matrix 
/ / Tis Bv =+iB ii and, upon inspection of its (2,2) element, it(Vjl 7 C - \ 7 f 7
is found that y2 is transient if iea h^+hg=8+^  is
independent of v^D One such transformation is =8+f, 
when the model reverts to *Y.f s independent N(y. + <J4t ,^1 )"y I
as in (i)„ Although in the present case such a change of 
parameters is obvious from the start we feel it useful to 
demonstrate the general method.
4® 3® 2 Example 2,
Neyman and Scott (1948) introduced the concepts of 
structural and incidental parameters which bear some 
resemblance to our © and qp, although they considered situations 
in which each eg is involved in the laws of only a finite 
number of-observations, and their number,r, increases beyond 
bound. Nevertheless it is of interest to see how the 
theory here applies to a couple of their examples,
(i) Suppose that r sets of observations are made, 
the i-th being (x..: j-1 ,,,,,n.); the n.‘s are fixed
1  # 3. 3.
2and r~>oo, Assuming the x^j's are independent N(0,<p^)
(so ksd) the log-likelihood is
i n( e . i ) - j i« < 2 w ) -  z i ni ln<fi“ Zi / xio"9)2 /2^i
where n-]>.n. and summations are over 1 ^ i^r, 14 j<n..ii 1
We show that (2,3) is satisfied, in accordance with Neyman
and Scott's result that is consistent. The (r+l)x(r+l)
2 2information matrix B has diagonal ( Z4n./a>. *2r\./<$. ,,,e,2n )~n & i i ho 1 *1 o ’ r •+£>/
and zeros elsewhere, 1~_(6 ,©,cp ,<p) is 1x1 with value - X.n./cp, ,
"66 o Zo X 3- i*7
*nd i e ^ eo ,e ,J o ’^  i s  ix r  w ith i “th  en trY
where (©x-,?*) strictly between (6 ,cp ) and<V O (vO n*
We have to check that the expression
E" 53 c®‘ e,) ( - f t ,-* .) /*
is less than (in probability) for suitable c ,<p ,n A,n
Applying the law of large numbers,
(cn/ J  Bny  - [ X ^ A O f S f V
Assuming 0<b^ < b2<0° uniformiy in i (for some bj,bg),
~z
eft- «
th e  c h o ic e s  op.. =b. , c  =n 2 ensure (2 * 3 )  h o ld s , so  ©' i s  Xn i xx Xi
w eakly  c o n s is t e n t c
(ii) Suppose now that the x. 7s are independent '4*J
N(q± ,®2) 0 Then
l n( ©»f ) * “ £ln ( 2ir) -n in e -  T ± £ * ± f f ±) 2,
2 2 2 Bn is (r+1 )k (r+1) diagonal (2r/eo,i\l/©o,»,o >n./ea) >
2 I 2
l ee  i s  1x1 w ith  va lu e  r /© *  ~ (3 /e * )  * *n<3
X ^ i s  1x r  w ith  i - t h  e n try  -2n^( xk o c r i t e r i o n
e x p re ss io n  in  ( 2 . 3 )  i s  now
- ET„ = c;,fe( e - e 0) ie„| -(*/<% )
"" (. •^/Qy< ) — 4V*) ^  ~ ipt-o) 3 .
V* e find
(ch/n )/j' £ h 'y  S ^  + Z i ^ i /h) 1 - 3 ^ 0
When |©”©0| =6 Is sufficiently small, the second term in 
the summation dominates the whole expression, and since 
it takes the sign of ©*"©0» (2*3) is denied verification.
A .In fact, as Reyman and Scott point out, 6^ is not 
consistent.
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4.4.1 Introduction.
In an interesting approach to nonhomogeneous Markov 
chains Harary, Lipstein and Styan (197©) (henceforth 
referred to as HLS) introduced the concept of causative 
matrices. These link the successive transition probability 
matrices as follows:
P(t+l)=P(t)0(t)rf>(t)P(t);
the "right causative matrix" C(t) and the "left causative
>
matrix" D(t) are always defined if P(t) is nonsingular, as 
assumed by HLS, They go on to consider in detail the 
asymptotic behaviour of a binary chain with constant 
causative matrix c(t)=iC# Their discussion concentrates/V / iV
on the conditions under which P(t)-P(0)C remains stochastic 
as .
Taking
£ * t i J  * = I -  ut+Afc)  N
they show that ’ -
f f a -O -t  + l +>cA = i (u+z)
u t  -   ^£(u.-X)•+(/-^) A } / 0 -  A) v
so that, for «+1 , *™1 ^  \ < 1 is necessary for a well-defined 
chain.(HLS discuss various modes of behaviour of the chain 
depending on the values of w and A.)
As an examole of our work here, we examine the moloe0 
of the four parameters (w ,X,p,q) where ^  )•
We assume -1 < A < 1 , so that
C* v / l - e  8 \  P C - t ) - *  f ' - e
~ l / - e  e y  ~ \ i - e  &)
4 .4  Application to causative matrices.
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where yr£ ie. the chain tends towards independent (Bernoulli) 
trials with success probability 0O Y/e will see that this 
convergence, being at geometric rate (P(t)=P(co) +0( Xb)) is 
fast enough to ensure that only one parametric function,
G, is non-transient when information is accumulated on a 
single realisation of the chain® For a well-defined chain
J- 4*
we require O ^ P G  1 1'or t=C,1,200o ie. G-w^-pA ^  1
isand 0£U “(l-q)A ~ 1 for t=0,1,2,„ This reduces to "D
(i) 0 ip^ 1 , 0 £q< 1 , and (ii) 0^ 0 -8)+(6-p) A ^ l ,
0 ^ (1 -0)4(0-1 +q) ^ *1 for t='1,2,00<? « We note that ( ii)
holds for t=1 ,2,o 00 iff it holds for t=1 ,2 (since -1 ^  A <■ 1 ) 0
To avoid trivial cases we will assume that
0 <p< 1 , 0 <q< 1 , 0 <6 < 1 , -I < X < 1 ,
0 < (1 ~©)+(G-r) Xb<1 for r=p,1 -q and t=1 ,2.
As a consequence there exist , pg s,te
0 <P1 « f t+1 (Yt.Yt+1)Sp2 < 1 V t .
4.4*2 M.l.e. from a single realisation.
The observations Y ,Y,,..*,Y (each 0 or 1) have o 1 n '
conditional p.d.f’s
C s j )  -  p c x * .- - i  14 *  ^  )
i-Wfc+o-pAy
= 1  i t -  © C H f ) -  % f }
where r^»(l-Y )p+Y^(l-q) 0 Working, more conveniently, 
in terms of the parameters (©,X»p,q), the second-derivative 
matrix of the log-like!ihood is found to be (lower triangle 
given only)
80o
n
" C©"\.)tA / ft<+,
- 6-^) °  o &
x (»-Yfc)t\t “,/fto+,
yfco - xfe) xfc /-C< i „ y
Q t t r ' / f ^  °  W H w ,
Since, with probability! , the second, third and fourth 
diagonal elements of 1^ are finitely bounded (uniformly in n)A- 11
the para meter-set <f-(.X,p,q) is transient® However, the
A?
(1,1) element I™"??'420 and we now show that the m®l0e, & c0 ns n
is consistent and asymptotically Normal® For consistency
we have to show that, for some sequences c -+*s> and op
2(statistics), p [e 1—>1 as n->«^, wheren
E* =  ^ ( © - © o )  B'AA (O-oJ} +
o) ) 8e&* £ C - ; ,
and
zZf = +  ^ -Ci~yt ) ( s~xx.)/\A. p *
the subscript -x- conveys that the quantity is evaluated at 
(e*»X*»P*>q*) » 8 point on the line segment joining (©0>q^) 
and (©,<p^)c Now the elements of are uniformly bounded
in probability, and for convenience we will write ©D0 )  
for this matrix, using the Mann-Wald (194-3) notation.
Also
so
7-t. , VL n ( ^
*«■* (w io r k  +  o a *)  . „ .
where p ='n'2.Y (ypro port ion of time spent in state 1); n x
but Pn~$e0 (proof using the results in §2,7)? so -rv-^ee*!f §f
and co n seq u en tly  ^
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Thus
(&-©•) *'^E + o^ l))(&-P0) + 0)7(0 ($<-$)£«
Since l©-yt*“ *< 6 ^
C W + |  >  i ^ T r +  >  W 'fto T ) f t
Thus, with probability tending to 1,
taking c^-r/4 and <p^o(n), and noting that 8^(1-8^)^^, 
with probability -*1 we have E^< -2 6  +© (l) as required.
For asymptotic Normality of 9 we have to check (2.5)*
(2.6), (2,7) end (2e8)o We have
-  B ^   ^  ^ a f  +
A
where ©^  lies between ©^ and 6^. Clearly the expression
tends to 1 so (2,5) 4s satisfied. For (2.6) it suffices
to note that is c(n) whereas the other term there is o(n)e 6©
Next, for (2.7) we find
X t.=-(i-2yt)(i-Xt~1)/ft 
E C  XS !*»„] = (l-Xft E C f t l = + ^  + 0(X*H) .
Therefore ®  X  « jpe+ + + O f t  ft "£+53
2 1and also 'E~TTZL~) 3 so (2.7) is verified. Finally,
n *0 ' "* 0 ^
(2.8), the Lindeberg condition, is easily checked via (ii) 
of Lemma 2, §1„4«3« We have
eci*tr sj = <-— 3* + * <xt") ■*•>>> * - 9  >
s r ‘/n  ~  00
as required.
4® 4® 3 M.l.e, from many independent, identically 
distributed,controlled realisations.
v~\
From the results of the previous section it is clear 
that if consistent estimation is desired for any of the 
parameters involved in the evolution of the process, that 
is, other than ©, a finite number of realisations is useless®
Y/e suppose now that observations1 are available as follows,'
(Yok»Y| k» c«® ,Y^^) is the k-th realisation, k=1,„e®,r®
The term "controlled" is used to convey that all realisations 
are started at the same epoch, and so have a common initial 
matrix P® The conditional p.dof.’s are<v *
3) * f1 L-4+i;k"j l'4,rG ' 4 S. = li-
where r^k=3l -q). We find now
U "h  =  »  x s  ( ( - A ' / f t V  ,
= X X  -(s-vltx’5] cs-t^ p-tx^ V-FtV >
fgl„  -  o , = x x -y R / m V  .
The parameters (A,p,q) are non-transient iff r-^«3e Also
s M  5T | " 5  =  f e  X  e E - C f e  I  O - f U ,  -  -  ytk X \
2
We argue that «^0(n) as follows, -First, from the remarks 
in §4,4.1,
**2 ~2 -2  0 < p 2 ^  f^4,| j, 4  Yoo (with probability 1),
9S Stmpty,
so the expectation in (4®7) can be bounded(either side.
V
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Next we examine the z-coefficients in (4®7)o Those of 
. z^  and are °(n)» That this is true also for z^ and z^  
relies on not being equal to 0 (or ,\) too often;
an application of the results of §2,7 shows this to be the 
cape, some slight modification being necessary to apply 
that argument to many short chains rather than one long 
chain. Finally, further inspection of the z-coefficients 
reveals no linear dependence. Thus (l„4*2) is satisfied.
For (l„4»3) wo note that 1^ is the sum of r independentA»n
matrices and so, by the law of large numbers
f  "  i  Bn ;  1 § *  {fl(9D)90)  — >  x M.
assuming 7/n-0(i) ie. the average n^ (which is equal to
w v) remains finite as r->o0. Finally, for consistency 
of the m.1, e. |n=?(§n» Xn,Pn»qn) , we check (1.4*9); 
this is easily verified with an=>-0(n) and noting that the 
terms in (4.6) are uniformly continuous in the parameters.
For asymptotic Normality of § we have to check (J.3.2. V
o{ ^
(1.3.7) I (Iq6,£)» The first condition follows from (1.4.2), (1,4.3) 
end (lo4o9)o For the second we set
)( -  -zF ^ 0 “A)z i
Then XL eLXf 1
and we have to show that
i S i i v  1 ;
this follows from the law of large numbers (for r independent 
summands). For (l.3«8), (ii) of Lemma 2, §1.4®3 is easily 
checked.
4c 5o G cm strained m® 1® e.
4«5°1 Introduction®
Sometimes the parameters in a model are known, or thought,
not to be (functionally) independent, that is, there exist
certain relations connecting them® Nevertheless it can
be undesirable to eliminate such redundancies at the outset
for reasons of symmetry, or because the "natural" interpretation
of .the parameters would be lost, or because of mathematical
int r a ct a b il it y*
The observations Y ,0®,,Y^ have conditional p.d.f1 s o n ^
ft(Yt| ^ 1 Jg) where 6£ (h)e fR^ 0 There are r < k  constraints
TJ}(g) *0, v/here h A  h^  ,..., h^); £g^ij ®0^ 3-s corresponding 
kxr Jacobian matrix, assumed to be continuous and of full rank 
r at ©Q. In maximising the log-likelihood In(g) subject 
to the constraints, r  Lagrange multipliers X  will be involved. 
The likelihood equations are then
The situation described is that investigated by 
Mtchison and Silvey (1958)<> They prove weak consistency
Aand asymptotic Normality of the m. 1. e* 8^ when the observations
In the exposition here we find conditions under which their 
proofs may be modified to cover dependent, non-identically 
distributed, observations® Other features include the use
< s . i )  
(s .a .)
ere i.i.d., using an extension of the Cramer (1946) method.
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of a Taylor expansion of 'j/ (g ) with only two terms (whichA/ll a*
avoids making-assmnptions about third derivatives of 1 (©))n ^
and considerable condensation (without extra complexity) 
in presenting the arguments.
4*5*2 Consistency
In the equations (5*1) and (5.2), 1^(©) and h(©) are 
subjected to a Taylor expansion about 8^, producing
x;(e J+i^Ce ,e)(e-e )+H(e,e)X ^ o, . (5*3)(un +'O A-n o^ a>q a» a a / a/
nT(e ,9)(e-6 ) -0; (5.4)
A/ a / O AI 7 <V /VQ A* 7
in (5*4) bps heen used, Under (l®4*3) and (1 ,4,4)
we may write, as in (l,2j.a5)>
-B~1 l*(e ,8)^1,+g ■ (5.5)A-n /-n a/o a-7 7
where |g |££ for |G~6 j -6 S (s). Multiplying (5*3) hy 
if(e ,9)b “1 , and using (5*4) and (5*5), gives
b;1 -  HTf tg )  ftCg-gc) + SfCgc/g) g* fcife^X = (s'-fc)
Tand hence, noting that H (© ,©)B H(g ,G) is nonsingular
A/ '/ v Q  A / '/ v / r j,  a / A/ A/
for 6 near 8 ,
/ v  A /O
x = i  HT ( g f t ) i ; '  c?-?)
j
Now multiply (5*3) hy 3 and substitute for X from (5*7), 
using (5*4) and (5*5)s
“ ( g - f t  +  « « ( § )  ’  2  , <5 > s )
where w„(8) = C x k- g - T a f t p f t f t £ % ) ~
®na eC 11(6,6) ftteftg;’ hC*,?)}'1 <%jo)
The pair (5*7)* (5*8) are equivalent to the original
likelihood equations (5*1)* (5*2), the steps in their derivation
. A f tbeing reversible. If (5*8) has a solution, say 8^, then
i s  deM s.viot Am  (5 .7 )  and th e se  a re  s o lu t io n s  o f (5 .1 )
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and (5®2)® Applying the equivalent of Brouwer’s fixed point
theorem, a 0 exists, with j© ~G |<S ? if (8-0 times y " n  ^n "O "  a»o
(5»8) is strictly negative when 1©~©0| A sufficient
condition for weak ^ -consistency is thenA»n
p[(6-6 )Tw (0)<82']->'l as n+°o, V 0< 8 z &  (bdl)
A/ /vQ '
In (5o9) the expression in curly brackets is negligibly
small for large n and small 8 (since B ^l/(© )—> 0 and I S*! ^  &X & ' " n  "11 ~0 WS £  1 ?
so (5o11) is true if the square-bracketed expression in (5*9)
m
is bounded uniformly in n ie® Q (© ?©)H (© s©) is so bounded® ^ «n  ^ ^ /vQ /v
However we give an example below in which this does not obtain,
but (5oU) is verified®
Aitchison and Silvey (i95®) expand h(©) in (5®2) one
stage further, so that (5°4) reads 
rT
' a»o a.® <v "O A
X
S (»0.ge)(e-»0) + x(g) =■ fl (5.12)
where fv(©)} . “ K©~© ) H.(©-0 ),C ^ x /v 7 ^ x  ^ a/0  a>x  a/q '  7
and £h .\ - is evaluated at 0. between © and 0® The same"1* rs "1 "O btffise'Nt
argument as before now leads to the following slightly^foms 
of our (5.7),(5.8),(5.9) enfl (5.10):
X = l+(s.tU6;'h(e s)/ LHT(&.A )!3„(0'£<.)-E.'^ ((Sj?-i;(:e)l*5
A/ iV v A» A/ /V J i-V J A/ /V / v A//v .V A/ ^
-ce -g .)  + wic&> = 0 ;
/ ( g )  =  t i k -  =
®C.Cgo^ g? = §»' !j(g)g) I / ( £ “;£”)§•'!i(Sj~)l
T / aY/e now require (©*-©0) w. a(%)< & ( in prob®), noting that [vj
is o( D  in (bo 15) provided H. is bounded®" 1
(s m s )
(SM4-)
o ;  (s-w e ) 
(S'* lb)
4o5o3 Uniform boundedness of Q (© ,©)*/v n /v»o "
Apart from routine regularity conditions and continuity
assumptions, plus (l04®3) and (1 ,4®4), the consistency
proof may often hinge upon the uniform boundedness of Qn(®Qs®)
(so that (5*11) is verified), or of an associated quantity®
It seems difficult to find very general conditions under
which this obtains, even though the form of Q is suggestiver* n
m
of certain identities eg® H'(© ,©)Q (©,©)=! ® We can however
dispose of one fairly general case® Suppose i^fn 0r/bn> 0,
where E a ^ b ^  denotes an interval containing the eigenvalues
of B as usual® Then we may write n
Q (© ,6)=(B/b )"1H(©,©)1hT(© ,©)(B/b )~1H(©,©)\~1,«?nWvo ~ri n *,ii n y
from which uniform boundedness follow's from that of B /b~ii n
and of the H*s (making certain continuity assumptions'about 
the first derivatives of h)® The i®i®d® case dealt with by
A?
Aitchison and Silvey is covered since then B^/n=B^®
As a simple example in which none of the quantities
associated with Q are uniformly bounded, but in which (5*11)« n
can be verified directly, suppose the Y^s are independent,
A
with distributions N(©^+©2t ,1) (where 0 < f< ^ and ^ is known),
and the constraint equation is ©^  =0® Yfe have k-2, r=1,
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-l^e ,©)=B = /n Yt^\ , H(e ,©)= /7\ ;rt/nwvo’a/' rt-n I ^  ^ "° (0/
so Sn<So'8W1 V  Sn(4 ^ S I(g0,e)^1 o\
G * n) k r „ ° /
where r = Xt'^/Zt"^=0(n^)9 However, in (5® 9) g -0 so
-J . ,
w =/0 0\B 1J,(© )® Since B 21 (© ) is uniformly bounded -vn I .j^n^n rt/o */n *,n a-o
v
( v )
Write B =-ET A  S , with E c?s<*n sa.n«*A A ^ ( K  0 \ it rtvn ~n ^n V-sxn**, cos^/7 a/ n \ 0 Ah./*
n r 1
in mean square (see I«2„5)» (5° 11) will follow from /0 g \B 2-?-0e* A,n ^
follows that
B A J 1  +cos2<)+Aih(l ~cos2<xJ (\ln - u  sin2och \
" (Xin-)aN)sin2oirt \m(l -cos2<x„)+Xan(l +cos2<x^)/
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and that sinRcftftO, cos2<ft $Oa Explicitly,
\ 1 / . . .  <TJl-2-Pt . 2 ^  \tan2*ft^ , Xm 4(n+ 2t'^)+ , X^Cn+Zt"^)'
1-^
Choosing 0 <**<"% (so X^X^) we find (using 2Lt' -'fft +0(i) )
2 * * - ! i + 0 W > ^ } , k^ o ( . . , O * 0 M ^
sin2.0ft:?' Zoc^v - TftT + 0 ( h g
cos2oft» | — 4z (2. **$''* O(^) - l ~ ^  51
xt' - fl +0(K*', »f *) ? , Xt: - 0(rf^ «*-*) .
As a result, fg^}^  ^ 0(n“^ ,n“^A ), 2*K)(n‘’2,n“3^ ) ,
(B-l22^ ° ( jn ^ )  a^a so, since rn=0(i/),
~ n,
and (5*11) is verified. In fact the constrained m.l0eP of
©2 is ^Y^/b V  Xt ^  which, having distribution I\T(©2Q,1/ Z t  2^),
is raean-square consistent since £-t 2^~> 00 e
4.5*4 Asymptotic Normality.
Betting
/^aST(§rt»§)5Js(^§)X (so Q (6 , 9 W B  '1H(©,©)X) (5*14)
A/Q  r* ™Xl ^ ™ N A « n  m O * t* A/ J !  A/ A. /  /V
and C (© ,©)=? / -B~1l"(© ,6) -Q (© ,8)\*?n a/o I ~n ~ n * 0 ~ <n ~o7^ 7 |
V fT (©  ,©) 0  /
\ A/ XA/ O A/ "
we may write the equations (5*5) end (5.4) (after multiplying 
—1the former by B ) as * ~n '
G (0-,0)/e-G \ == /bh i/(© )V * (5.15)A»n /V0 A* IOJ A)0| I VJI A/ft «0 I ' V-/0 h//
U  /  I  0 /
Now let v ~
D =7 /1, ~Q (© ,© )\ so D =* /l, -Q (9 ,© )H (© , 8  ) Q (© ,0 Y/^ n l ~k ~n wO "o I ~n Uk<5n ~o «o> «oL'0 V
HT(e , 0 ) 0  / I -HT(9 ,0 ) I )oj 'a/q ~o oj / \ oj x ^0 "o «<r
a n a  -? n  S n ^ o ’ S 5 '  +  -O rfft,* )*  g  . ( e f t
(using (5.5)). .>Usime
•K- D“1C (© ,9 )ft>I, , (5*16)<«n "O I rt'i.c+r 0 /
Thus (8 -0 \ * (B'‘C (G ,9 ) )~1 /b "1 l' (© L d ^ / b ^ i'Js )\1 ojn ~0| A/rtA/n "o'a/ii ~n f/vn Mo ]<t ^n / A-n o>n~c j 9A I'^n
% (s'lb) u tm4L y* <&u & L'sfdjhr»'Aj btuvflud,
w here ( 5 d 6 )  im p lie s  th e  n o n s in g u la r i ty  o f ( in
probability) and we write ^  for "has the same asymptotic
distribution as", this fact following from the lemma in §103e
If the conditions (3e7) 0nd (3<>8) of §1®3 hold, we may
apply Brown’s (1971) martingale central limit theorem and
write l/(© ) ~r+ N. ( 0, B ), which implies "n "O « k /v "ii
vectors are asymptotically independent; we note also that
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